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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this essay 18 to present a Byoteiaatlo
dlscuBslon of International transmissions of Income and
growth from the standpoint of pure theory.
The general background of the discuselon of this topic
In the literature la escentlally the Keyneslan analysis of
income determination. It is then easy to draw the llialta-
tlons of the conoluslone arrived at, however the specific
models employed may differ from each other. Tfte ehort-run
character and the underemployment setting of Keyneslan analy
sis Is carried over In considering the Interactions of the
Incomes and their oo:nponents of various countries linked to
gether Into an international eoonornlc system. The limited
scope of this approach can bearly be concealed by the dynaml-
a^tion of the basic analytical tools of the static theory.
Qpowth theory based essentially on dynamic IS and LW curves
in highly aggregative models turns out to being no more than
investlgetlon of Intertemporsl equilibrium conditions. Wher
ever these conditions are not met, growth theory yields most
ly embarrassing Impllcatlcns &n^ certainly cannot be used for
predictions. It Is not however entirely useless. Economic
theory cannot do away with a number of Ideas which are veri
fiable under ideal conditions only, without reduction in the
wealth of its "language". As it stands, this particular kind
of theorizing gives much insight into the economio noohanian
and at any rate It astabllahod tha oonoeptual background for
very recant attempts to adjust growth theory to emplrloal
needs by disaggregatlon of the oonoept of national Income and
Its large components, oonsuniptlon and Inyestment, Into mean
ingful smaller aggregates.
This essay follows the pattern of the highly aggregative
models and focuses its Interest on the function of the for
eign sector as a component of national Income (exports) and
transmitter of Income and growth through the Import function.
The examination of the equilibrium conditions of a two-
country International syeten in a dynamic context Mas done
Independently of Harry Johnson*s contribution Johnaon (15)
but it was not carried oe far, because of the Gorr.plexlty of
the matheniatlcal argument.
At the end of this essay empirical findings by research
ers who employed essentially 6l:r.llar techniques In Investi
gating International Income trensmlsslons have been sumina-
rlzed Nelsaer (27), Polak (30), Beckennan (4).
A few words should be said about price effects not being
analyzed. The assumption of the existence of substantial un
deremployment which makes It possible to abstract from price
effects cannot be considered to reflect the economic reality
of the postwar period, in general. Hence, prices should be
considered In any attempt at a more complete theory, espe
cially when no empirical research (where It le very often the
oase that price effects are not etatlstlCQlXy very elgnlfi--
oant for email dlsturbancfls) Is undertaken.
The narrowneas of the soope of the present work, explio^
Itly recognized, It la hoped, serves as an excuse for the
o&lBslon*
A MODEL OP AR OPEN ECONOMY
It Is Intended to flret set up a model of an open eoon*
oay, the unit In an Intei^natlonal economic system, The ori
entation of the analysis at the beginning is to determine the
equllibrluffl level of Income of an eoonomy engaged in free
trade In a setting of perfect competition, where the aggre
gate production function is homogeneous of first degree
(constant returns to scale). We shall further assuiae a con
stant price level domestioally and internationally. The re
alism of the essumption about constanoy of the price level
depends on presupposing a general underemployment of re
sources and a perfectly elastic supply of them. Under these
conditions a chanpre In Inoorae does not induce price changes,
at least over a considerable range in the path towards full
employment. It is however an overslmpllfloatVon to assume,
as it is often the case, that the supply function of output
is perfectly elastic up to o point in the neighborhood of
full employment and perfectly inelastic beyond this point.
Keynes himself noted Keynes (16) that some price in
creases may ooour at an earlier stage reflecting bottlenecks
as long as excess capacity diminishes and all sorts of rigid
ities such as immobilities of resources, Increasing difficul
ties in factor substitution, and effects of monopolistic
groups becorae operative. Nevertheless, on the basis of em-
plrloal evldanoa th«re has be«n a tendency in the fiold of
Intarnatlonal trade to yield soae priority to the Inoome ef*
feota over the prloe effects» on the ground that the Inoooe
elasticity with reep&ot to effective deraand Is larger than
the price el&ctlclty.
A three-eector eco?:o'By s^lll bo considered* Ihe sectors
contributing to the forsiatlon of the national Inocme will be
the concuftptlon sector, the Investsent eector, and the for^
eign trade sector.
By taking aooount of a foreign aeotor. the following
faots are aokno«nedged, goods anX services produced in a
ootmtry ere neither oonsutsod nor used for investments entire*
ly by residents of that country, A part of the goods and
servlcos domeotlcally produced Is exported. On the other
hand, part of the aggregate national conau^Tiptlcn consists of
imported goods and services and part of the total amount of
Investaient represents foreign Investment Into the country
under ccnslderatlon.
Finally, a country pays interest and dividends on capi
tal borrowed froa abroad and receives payaents on interest
and divldenda resulting from capital Mhioh was lent by her to
other coxmtries. National inoomei then, is equal toi aggre
gate oonaumptlon, plus total net investsent, plus the state
of the balance of paynenta, or
where Y stands for national inoom«, M for Imports of goods
and services p and payments of dividends ariii interest abroad -
henceforth it will be referred to as "imports'* - C for aggre
gate consumption, I for total net investment, in other words
total domestlo plus net foreign investment and X for export
Of goods and eervioes and receipts of payments fr^ abroad on
dlTide&da and Intarest - whloh will be referred to as
•export®".
Xt follows, that filnoe in a closed economy Y * C « S;
Z • S l6, the equilibrium oondltlc^n; while In an open systen
orS-I^X-M where S » saving?. This natu
rally oeans that in equillbrlusi the difference between saying
and inveetiaent is motched by the difference of the balance of
payments*
In the traditional way, the aggregate oonaufflptlon will
be expressed, In real terms, as a function of the national
laooae.
Linear case General oasa
C - cY + Co (la) c - c(X) (1«)
Vhere X ia national income,
c - C» (y) - 4S1
dX
the isargln&l propensity to consurse and Cq the oooponent of
ooneumptlon not dependent on The marginal propensity to
consume bas been established In theoretical and emplrloaX «*
aalysls as a parameter of considerable constancy.
Xf the model is to be not of the shortest run, an in
vestment funotlon must be introduced to relate Investment ex
penditure to
Then:
Linear case Oenersl case
I - bX •». (2) I . l(y) {V)
Where is autonomous investment and b the fraction of
X spent on Investment projects. Here one must state explic
itly that Equations 2, 2' do not Incorporate any established
behavioral hypothesis regarding Invectment spending. It
seems however, on the basis of reeearoh done up to date, that
there Is not any other functional relationship which explains
Investment in a satisfactory manner. Equation 2 then may be
tentatively accepted as an approximation to the "true" but
unknovm functional form.
The foreign sector of the economy will consist of an im
port function and. an export function.
The import function will express the value or volume of
imports as dependent on the level of Income.
8Linear case General oaae
M« bX + Ho (3) M« M(y) (3*)
Where
M- n' (X) ^
Is the marginal propensity to import and is the autonomous
ooasponent.
The import function Is assutndd in general to be monoto*
nloally increasing. Exports are given exorenously,
Linear case
X - X Ct)
On the basis of the above equations, the incone-
detemlnatlon expression Is:
Linear oase
X « OY + Co + bY + lo + X - my - Mo
General oase
I - o(Y) + i(y) + X - b(y)
Equation 5 beoomes upon solving for Y:
(5)
1 + m - 0 - b
This result suggests that the equilibrium value of In-
oome ®qual0 the constent (Cq + I© - Mq + X) multiplied by
1 > m - c • b
This last term Is the multiplier of the system*
A multiplier In its broadest sense has no separate ex
istence from a specific economic model to which It refers.
Furthermore, within an economic model there are as many mul
tipliers as possible marginal effects of a change of any eco-
nomlG variable upon another of which the first one Is a com
ponent* Hence, the complexity or slmpllolty of a multiplier
depends on the number of marginal relationships of eoonomlo
variables under simultaneous consideration.
Naturally, distinguishing within any model between exog
enous and endogenous variables one can Investigate the ef
fects of a change of an exogenous variable on one or more en
dogenous variables but not vice versa, A multiplier In that
case can be only a derivative of an endogenous variable with
respect to an exogenous one.
Let us consider the model siunmarlzed In identity (S*)>
Differentiating the identity (?• ) with respect to Y, we ob
tain.
X - + 41 - ^ (6«)
dY d^ dY
aa
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Prom Equation 6* wa can aaelly derive expressions such
41. 1 r , 41--- L ,
dC 1 - I» + «• • dK C» + I' • 1 *
where
I*"»c "If
Theaa expressions are the oonsumptlon multiplier^ the
import multiplier etc.
Using the method employed by C. Clerk and Kahn, we
write:
42 - X+ (C - H' ) + (C» - M' )^ + (C« - W)^ +....
al
|1 - 1+(I» - K») +(C« - M')^ +... +..
and so on. Now, on the basis of ampirlcal evidenoe the nor-
aaX oase Is for tha term (C +1* - R*) to be lass than uni
ty. For^ the marginal propensity to oonsume is in the long-
•r run certainly less than unity. The stability conditions
require that C* + 1*^1, (or that b in the linear case be
1 - c).
If we assume a positive marginal propensity to linport
the term (c' + !• - w*) is o fortiori less than unity.
Then, according to the rule of summotlon of the terms
of a geometric progression any of the above series reduces
11
to as expreeslon such as:
h
^ - llo 1 - (c« •>• I« - WM - 1 .dx 1 - cc« +!•-«') 1 - c - !• + K'
Pros this last expression we see that
dY - .AX, , .
1 - C - I* ♦ M»
The meaning of this equation 1b clear. The Increment
In Inoone-oreatlng e^orts la multiplied by the factor
1 - c - r 4 w*
In order to glre the equilibrium value of the Income In*
oreaee.
In the model presented^ It was aseuoed that all exports
are Inoome-oreetlng, all Imports Income-leokagea, while no
reference was made at all to sales or purchases on capital
account which isay be an Irsportant component of the foreign
sector. It is proposed now to examine briefly this topic.
It Is customary In the discussion of models of an open
economy to include in exports end imports the Items which
make up the balance of trade - transactions on current
account - without taking into account capital movements.
This might be caused by the fact that the theory of capital
Bovements la a eosplex one.
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If one confllderB sscuritlea as oomraodltles obeying the
conventional rules of the Items of the balance of trade, one
should have little to modify In the general notation. An
Import of securities - a capital outflow should have a nega
tive sign in the Income-determination identity and an export
of them should carry a positive sign.
But one h9s to keep in mind the following oonsldera-
tlona.
The general notion that e;q)ort8 create Income depends
on an assuEsptlon about an economy's Institutional behavior.
It is I namely 9 asaumed that the banking system of a country
is always prepared to acquire forels^n claims possessed by
exportera as a result of their soles abroad against domestic
currency whloh is going to be used for factor purchases in
the production of exportables.
Imports, on the other hand, are considered leakages
fr<»n the ays ten because the banking system is supposed to
absorb domestlo currency in order to accommodate the Is-
porters demanding foreign values to pay for their imports.
In other words, general convertibility of currenciee is as
sumed. If one adopts the broad Keynesian definition of for
eign lending as the sura of increments or decrements in bal
ances held abroad, one seen that behind e&ch current-eccount
Item movement there is always a corresponding capital move—
nent either Induced as in the case of a change In balances
13
resulting from current tranBSotlon or autonomous. One now
must state the conditions under which the opposite movements
of various items In the balance of payments Interact upon
each other In affecting the net result.
This will enable one to refine the model by the intro
duction of parametere describing the role of exports and
Imports, defined broadly to include the movementE of claims,
in determining the level of Incotne.
The distinction between Induced and autoncraoue capital
movements becomes necessary for the present purpose.
I^agnar Nurkse (23) defines the induced capital movements as
those *whloh result from changes In other Items in the
Balance of Payments", Carl Ivereen (1^) calls them "short-
terra equalizing: capital movements".
The autonomouB capital movements are defined as those
resulting from a shift In the demand or supply functions
for, or of, forel?5n balances and securltloe.
The theory of this sort of capital movement Is a com
plex and controversial one and Is not to be dealt with in
this essay,
Carl Iversen (1^) remarks; "...the long-term real cap
ital movement..is temporarily offset by a short-term equal
ising capital transfer in the opposite direction".
It 1« this autononous kind of capital movements that is
Included In the income-determination Identity ae component
of the exports and the Imports.
This inclusion, however, is followed by some difficul
ties, especially as regards the import function. It was
noted previously, that the relationship between importB and
level of income is an established one in the analysis, but
imports are defined in this context to refer only to the
current account items* It might be assumed that with groW"
Ing Incoice there Is a growing amount of foreign claims being
accumulated Indicating an increasing Eblllty of the growing
economy to lend. Besides, the realism of euch an assumption
Is supported by the following conElderatlon, The Interna
tional flow of capital Is a function of yield. As income
Increases, the supply of loanable funds increases leading to
a decrease of the rate of interest which in turn induces
capital movements out.
The question now is: If a spontaneous change ocours in
the domestic demand for i-uports - Including foreign assets -
by which mechanism is the level of Income affected and to
which extent?
There Is no unambiguous answer to this question. A
taxonomlo analysis is needed In order to oonsider plausible
alternatives.
15
It all depends, then on whether the spontaneous* change
In the Import demand taken piece at the expense ofi
Idle funds
b* Bank debts
o• Domes tic invebtoent
d. Consumption
In the first two cases (Idle funds and bank debts) the
equilibrium level of Income 1b not going to be affected, be-
cause aggregate demand Is unaltered*
In the last two oases, or In any case in which domestic
aggregate demand is partially reduced In order to finance
the increase In autonomous Imports, the equilibrium level of
incoae is going to be negatively affected, aBsumlng away for
the time being, all possible effects from induced foreign
*Proai the standpoint of history of eoonomio thought
it is to be noted that the autonosious movements of capital
are not unenimou8l> considered "autonosous" In the senee of
being exogenous to a model of an open economy. An old and.
controversial subject Is, indeed, whether the long-run cap
ital a-ovements adjust themselves to a given persistent im
balance In the other itome of the balance of payments or
whether It la the trade balance that follows the Ecovenients
of capital, being really "autonomous" In the latter case.
It is the classical view that the balance of trade Is de
termined In the long run by independent capital movements -
view shared by TauEElgi V-lckeell, Von f^lses, Cassel, Angell,
Ohlin, Ivereen, Haberler, la the present century*
J. M. Keynes "The German Transfer Problem" is the most dis
tinguished representative of the non-autono£sy of capital
movements as defined In this footnote. The German litera
ture on the topic In general adheres to this theory. For
a discussion and a compromise position, see, J« Viner (35)*
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demand for exports.
The above instances can be most clearly analyzed by ref
erence to the representation of macroeconoinic equilibrium era-
ploying the Hlckslan (12) LM and IS curves and broadening
their meaning to take account of the foreign sector.
But befor« doing thle, let u« bring together the ingre-
dlante of the open econoaiy to see what codifications are now
needed. Use will be made of the linear ease in order to a-
ohleve explicit solutions,
C - oY + Co (la)
I - bX + Iq (2)
K - aY Ko (3)
X - X W
Y-e + i + x- n (5)
The modifications needed in order to employ the macro-
economic-equlllbrlum teohnlque are due to the monetary sec
tor. Here constant terras of trade are postulated In real
terms in order to avoid Introducing price-effects. Conse
quently, the import function will remain unchanged and only
an additive term la to be included in the InTeetatent
Equation 2. If 1 is the index-rate of Interest, then
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I - by - hi + lo (2)
where h Xb the elope of the investment funotion on a rate-
of-lnterest - Investment-apendlng eurface at Y constant.
The money supply In the eoonoaiy la oscuTied perfectly
Inelastio, given by
W • M .
This sEOunt Is cpllt Into a oompouent describlne liquidity
preference as a funotion of i» shaped in the traditional way
Hodigliani (25) aiid a ooaponent describing the amount desired
for transaction purposes, aa a function of real income,
w
•o that
_(8) (a) (T)
W - i1(l) + K (Y).
1%e equilibriua conditions in this Bacroeconoaiic model
require both the reel market and the mone> market to be in
equilibrium. At any level of X the real market is in equi-
libriun: when the supply ie equal to the dentsnd made up by
domestic investment spending, coneuiBptlon spending and spend*
ing on the production of exporU bles. The money market is in
equilibrium when
18
n • n I
when the supply of money equals the demand for It, The lool
of points at which Income Is in equilibrium with reference
to the real merket and money market are the IS and LH curves,
respeotively,
Ihe equation of the 15 curve is:
^ ^ Cq Iq > Rq X M
l+m-o*b l+ta-c-b
The equation of the LM curve is given by the following
expression when
and
-To - Tgl'
_(8)
X - * 12.1
The simultaneous solution of these two equations yields
the equilibrium level of income^Y«..
Kom, let us consider again the autonomous increase In
the demand schedule for imports finenoed by a. idle funds,
b. by bank debts, o, domestic reduction on Investment 6pen<^
19
Ing, d, reduction on domestic consumption.
a. In this case the position of IS curve will remain
unaffected, since the real market does not get disturbed.
Most likely no movement will be noticed along the L^. curve,
either.
b. Neither of the components of is affected, nor
IS, le remains the equlllbrlua level,
o; end d. In these cases, the IS curve Eovee to the
left (I'S*) and the equilibrium level of income is negative
ly affected.
If a spontaneous increase ocours In the denand for ex
ports, aesuming perfectly elastic supply of resources, effec
tive demand will rise in the first round by the amount of the
inorease.
So far, however, as an inorease in exports is defined to
inolude exports of goods and services plus seourlties, not
all of exports may be expected to be incorae-creating. Let us
define k the fraction of exports that is Income-creating.
Sirallarly, let 6" mean the fraction of Imports that represent
a leakage from the Income stream.
The Incorae-determlnatlon identity, after taking into ac
count the two new parameters, k and G", becomes;
X - C + I + kX -«« (7)
and the eQulllbriuin level of Inooae Is given by;
20
X « Ir . (Co + lo - + kX). (8)
On the beelB of this laet oquatloni we con determine the
effeote on Inooae of ohangea In the relevant pareoetera and
Tarlables*
A Change la autonomoue Importe will effect the equilib
rium level of inoouie, aa given by:
m z£ <9)
l«o•b'^ c m
Ve assume that the sultiplier Is positive* The change In
Income, ii:quation 9, then is negative If is positive and
vice versa.
A Change in the slope of the import function, m, af
fects inoone ae indicated byi
AX - Z-1 A BiX (10)
l«o*b4- <s n
Xf ^la is positive, income declines^ IfAm is negative
inootce increases.
It iB then likely for <r to be For Its value to
be equal to unity, one ought to assume a change in imports
resulting from a change in the relative prices of identical
or close substitute cooisodities produced both at hose
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aad abroad. <r would equal *ero If the change In the demand
for isaported ooanaodltles la financed entlirely at the expense
of Idle funds and bank debts.
A change In the parameter CT , indicating a change In the
degree of substitution between Imports and domestic expendl^
ture, Is described by the equation:
X « 1 . (M©
l-c-b-^-c"®
If ^€"18 negative Income increases, if it is positive
income decreases,
A change In exports results in:
^ k-AX (12)
l-c-b + sm
which has the sign of
If the fraction of Inoome-creatlng exports over the
total of exports changes, then
AX- i AkX (13)
l-o-b+<sn
which has the sign of Ak. The above expressions, Equations
9 through 13 are, naturally conditioned by a oeterls ijarlbus
assumption,
ne effects on Income ef simultaneous equal obanges in
exports and imports were not clearly analyzed, until fairly
22
recently•• Thua stolper (3^^) wrlteej
simultaneous Itioreaee In Importa an4 ex
ports will have an expansionary effect If It le
not offset by downwnrd changes In the average
propensity to oonsume domestic goods,, • TVie
best way to describe the effects of tra<.ie "bal
ances is by means of the marginal propensity to
import. The best way of describing the effect
of the volUJBe of trade ee distinct from the
trade balances is by means of the averas® PJ^o-
pensity to spend. For a discussion of the full
effects of foreign trade on national Income both
average and marginal propensities have to be con
sidered".
Let U0 now oooeider the effect of equal chanees In ex
ports and imports on Y, AX • ex hypothesl; then la
given byI
LY « £ . (AX) (W)
l-o-b + tf'm
Equation 13 eaaily leads to the following taxonomic a-
nelyals* First let ua eaaune, for aimplicity k « I* ao that
1 - <r
l.c«»bi><rm
AX. (14* )
Haberler argued In his Prosperity and Depreesion that
only an increase in exports had expano iontiry effects on the
national income. The subsequent discussion, Stolper (3^)>
Polak (29), clarified many obscure points. It soems however
that the rigorous and simple methodological approach to the
problem became possible after the publloatlnn of Hnavelmo'a
study (9) on fiscal policy.
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If the balanced change Is a decline In trade, the above
equation beoorcee
Ay ^ h X. (15)
l..o«>b'*'(rm
If the change represents an increase In trade^ Equation
13 remains unchanged.
In case of Squatlcn 14 If the substitution between do-
aestio and foreign comniodltles is Indicated by«"^ 1, Incoiae
will Inorease, while it will decrease in case of Equation 13*
In other words, If the degree of substitution between
domestic and foreign commodities Is greater than unity a
decline in foreign trade will lead to a rise In Inooiae and
an expansion in foreign trade will lead to a decrease In In
come.
If the elasticity of substitution is unity, the volume
of trade, in case of balanced ohanp:e8 will have no effect on
Income, so that^Y • 0, the multiplicand being zero*
If the degree of substitution is less than unity, which
say be ooneldered to be the normal case, an expansion In
balanced foreign trade will lead to an Increase In Income
and a decline In It will result In contraction of X, In the
first case by being positive Equation 13 In the second t
being negative Equation 1^*.
2k
Pegardlnp the effect of eirrultsneous changes In export®
and Imports of different relative ma^ltudes it can be stated
In general| on the basis of the Equation l6 below, that:
AX - " . (16)
l.o-b+c"m
If the ohange In the volume of trade la poaltlve, In-
eoae inoreases if
decreases if
it > All .
S" A X
lt< Aja
G-^ AX
and reaains unaffected if
k - ±£1 .
fi- ^ X
If the change in the volume of foreign trade i* nega
tive income will increase, if
decrease if
Jl < Aa »
<r ^ AX
An
(T ^ AX
25
and remain unchanged If
±J1
Dvnamio approach
Up to thia point we were not concerned with timing the
variahlee of the simple model of an open economy. It la,
however, evident that the relationships described above must
Involve time In an essential way In any attempt to explain
more closely the behavior of an econoroy. This makes for a
dynamic or, to use Tlntner's more modest term, a non-atatlc
model.
The effects of lags In the variable© of a model have
been investigated In both theoretical and econometric stwlles
and their policy implications indicated.
Whatever the kind of lags one may Introduce, one can
state in general, that the equilibrium value of income, if
such a value exists, is determined by the coefficients of the
behavioral functions and is not affected by the lags.
The latter give rise to various types of paths towards
equilibrium - if a^ain the coefficients of the equations pejv
mlt an equilibrium - generating damped cycles or conditioning
a smooth asymptotic approach to It.
TiiQ independence of the equilibrium from lags can be
very easily seen in the following manner* Let it be supposed
26
that a sot of n equations describing cm econo-a: , Is finally
Incorporated by substitution In the incone-detextnlnatloxi
ec^tuation^ being a non-homogenoue difference equation of
degree
H " ®l3^t-l + ®2yt-2 +••• + ®nyt-n At'
Let It be now asBumed that equilibrium exiata, being
equal to ®ien thle value can be expressed by eubetitutlng
it for the varlablee In the above equation and solving ex
plicitly for It:
1 - 0^ + 02_... - Ofl
The multiplier of the system exists if the expression
(1 - - Cg - Gjj) ^0.
The multiplier, than as a finite paranjeter, depends on
the deteralnateness of the equillbriua of the syatem* It
follows therefrom that lags are not needed in order to assess
the ultimate effeot on income of a change in the variables
concerned. Nevertheless, It la very interesting to see how
the behavior of the model is affected by its foreign sector.
Let us start by restating the inccme-deterciinetlon equa
tion with its cooiponentB dated
27
Yt - Ct + It + Xt - «t*
the Robertsonlan aasusaptlcm will be made that present
oonaumptlon is a linear function of the previous-period In-
oome.
Ct - f2b)
The treatment of Investment gives ground for many olas-
slfloatloas. So, current Investment oan be es^ressed as a
function of the prevlous-^perlod level of Inooaie or by an ao-
oeleratlon equation. In the latter case, the order of lags
may serve as the basis of further distinction, namely, be
tween models of the Hsrrod-Domar type and Samuelson-Hsnsen-
Hlcks-Hetzler type.
The Harrod-Domar type of Investment function admits of
one lag
It - b (3b)
Nhere b Is the acceleration coefficient.
It Is to be noted that Equation 3b Is called a Harrod-
Domar type Investtaent function only on the basis of the order
of lags. If the hypothesis 1b that current Investnant Is In^
duced by ohangeo In Inoome, this does not reflect the spirit
of OoBtars contribution. The correct Interpretation of Equa-
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tlon 3^ aooordlng to the model producsd by Doniar would be;
is the exogenous variable; current Investment 1^ Inoreases
oapaclty by the ratio
Which, if fully utilized, ©quale A Y or
^t • ^t-1-
Then,
It -
is a relationship in which the direction of caueation is;
given investment, the potential change in Income ie deter
mined «
The import function may assume the form of the ocnsump-
tion function
H - m^t-l'
Substituting the above equations into Equation lb, we
get
+ b (It -
and
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o ^ b m
1 - b
(6b)
Equation 6b is a flrat-order, linear, non-homogeneoua
difference equation. The eoluticn to its homogeneous part
is;
..<H) . b . '
V 1 - b
(7b)
Mhere Y© initial oondition. It is the homogeneous
part that affeots the stability of the ayatem.
On the baais of Equation 7b, we observe that there ere
severcl possible behavior patterns of the system.
If the expressioc in parenthesis is greater than unity,
Income pjrows exponentially over tl^e.
If it is equal to unity, the contribution of the homog
eneous pert is Yq and inooiDe will be ultimately deterrslned
by the additive non-homogeneous ooaponent X^.
If the expression in parenthesis is between zero and
unity, the initial condition loses in ioportance over time
and income approaches some multiple value of the exports ooa*
ponent Xt*
X^
1 - - b -
^ 1 - b
/• c - b - m \
V i-b )
xt
det —
r.
1 -
~\
o - b - m
1 - b
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If the expreeelon In question Is net^atlve, osolllatlon#
are bound to occur, which will be either explosive, If Its
absolute value Is greater tVxan unity, or damping for abso
lute values leas than unity.
One can now ooncentrate on the role of the parameter
the marginal propensity to import, as to the possible be
havior patterns of the nodel.
If Income Is to grow exponentially, a must satisfy the
condition
m • 1.
m order for income to depend with respect to Its ulti
mate •quillbrlum value on Its autonomous component X^,
given Yo# the condition
a « o 1,
should be satisfied.
If Income Is to depend ultlmstely on Its autonomouo part
X^, the Influence of the Initial condition vanishing over
time, the following two oonditlons must be fulfilled simul
taneously :
0—1
n<^0 - b
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If the system explodes in oscillations,
IB ^ 1 - 0 +21).
The model does not include any built-in stabilizers.
In order to preserve econofflio seneOf one may disregard the
oases of explosive osoillations and exponential growth* both
being perfectly unrealistic.
i'or on economy to be perfectly rigid, without multi
plier affeote, the marginal propensity to inport lo seen to
be negative and equal to minus the propensity to save, if as
normally assumed the marginal propensity to ccnsune is less
than unity and greater than zero.
If an eoonomy is less rigid, allowing for multiplier
effeots, the marginal propensity to Import must be larger
than minus the marginal propensity to save but less than the
difference between the marginal propensity to consume and
the acceleration coefficient.
Although thsse results are not etrlkinf^ at all as intu
itively obvious, it can be said that they correspond to a
•reasonable" type of eoonomy. Por such a type may be con
ceived as tending towards some stagnation level of income,
unless autonomous injections pull It ahead. This is the
case of the conditions discussed last. The values of n as
limited by the eonditlons implying suoh an eoonoay are ac
ceptable, if one considers the results of some empirical
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work done In this field, as will bo seen lat^r. So, If one
assumes a aarglnal propensity to consume of .SS and an ac
celeration coefficient of .80, within the framsMorlt under
dlsouBBlon, the marginal propensity to import must be larger
than -.15 and leas than .5. Given the maarglcal propensity
to consume, the higher Is the coefficient describing the
response of investors to income changes, the smaller the
marginal propensity to import has to be in order to meet the
requirements of such en economy, and vice versa* Tlie higher
however Is the marginal propensity to consume, given an ac
celeration coefficient, the larger are the possible values
of m compatible with the behavior pattern assumed.
It Is Intended now to consider a model of an open econ
omy in Mhioh Investment is a function of the oh&nge in in
come from period t-2 to period t-1.
Aa indicated earlier, there is a number of Terslons of
this type of models referring to a closed economy.
The Samuelson-Hansen type, Samuelaon (31) 1 fcllowa the
Austrian tradition in assuming that investment provides for
consumption goods only.
The investment function Is given in terms of the change
In consumption at the relevant time periods end through the
lagged consumption function of the Hobertsonlan type one can
obtain an expression in terms of income.
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Ketzler (20) and Hloks (13) work with an Invefitiaent
funotlcn directly In tortns of Inoo^ne changes.
Xn this node! we follow Ketzler end Hloke*
The Incotae Identity let
H" ^ H - Kf
Hie ooneumptlon function la again of the Fobertsonlan
type,
(2oJ
Before writing the inyeataent function^ one nutt a»ke
expllolt the assuniptlone:
a. Labor la redundant, In the Harrod-Domar fashion,
b. Capital IB used In fixed proportions.
o. There la some optlsal oapltal^outpui ratio.
Tii9 lnTesta«it function le^
H - *t-2). (3c)
the import function aaauisea the eeme fora egain«
(^)
Substituting into Equation lo, it obtalna
- (O ♦ to - •) - M^.2 ♦ H' (5c)
3^
ABBumlng that equilibrium exlBta and Is X»t
« X# - i Xt,
1 - o + m
which represents the familiar multiplier expression. It Is
to be noted that the acceleration coefficient does not ap
pear In the equilibrium expression and consequently it does
not contribute to its value*
Again, the non-homogeneous part of Equation 5^ oan
be proven not to Influence the behavior of the system.
It Is the homogeneous part of Equation 5o that deter-
•Ines the time path of Inoome depending on the roots of its
oharacterlstlc equation*
Let a eolutlon be assumed to bet
^ - (c + b - m)
The characteristic equation then Isi
zS. (c-t-b-m) s + b«0 (6c)
The value of z Is given by the formula
c +b - a + A (o +b - m)^ - ^b ^ Xm (7o)
2 ^
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One observes that the roots will have an Imsglnary port
If the discriminant Is less than saro,
If the dlscrlnlnfint la zero the one root 1b reel and
glvea rise to behavior patterns as deterr.lned by:
at
2t " (^t ^ * 1(2|«»«)
where A and B are oonatanta determined on the baa la of ini
tial oo»ditiOQ8f and Zq la the value of the root,
Tlie first problem then is to concentrate on whether
O + b • m ,
2
The system explodes if the above expression ia greater
than unity. For this to happen,
o +b - 2 ^ ffl.
In this unrealistic oase the values of m are restricted
most likely to nes^tlve ones,
Xfsi"0^b-2y when the root ia unity, the ayatea
progreaaea or deollnaa linearly if n « 1 depending on wheth
er the initial oonditiona deteziaine a positive or a nega
tive value for A. or exponentially for n ^ 1,
If the root ia leas than unity,
m^ 0 +b- 2.
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For given positive values of the marp:lRal propensity to
oonsuoe and the aooeleretlon ooefflolent, It Is evident that
within a certain range the larger the marginal propensity to
Import the greater Is the stabilizing influence.
In order for explosive oscillations to be avoided the
condition below has to be fulfilled no tnatter how large n
is;
o +b^fi^o +b- 2
The values of the omrglnal propensity to Irsport ee re
strained by the last oondltlon for stability are given quite
a comfortable range.
Now suppose that the dlsorlmlnant Is negative. In this
oaee the solution to the hCT!iop:eneou8 part of the Inooaie de
termination equation will be a pair of complex conjugate
nuaabers.
Let
* (c + b - m)^ - 4b
^ :: ID and o + b = E,
Then I
Z - £-Z_2 + ID
Zx « S * B + ID
2
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« S-T-JI • 10
and
+ BCZg)
Dia last expreealon beeosias:
4"' - *
Write
S • D
• .\
2 .
♦ D'
V
(coatQ ■♦• lalntQ) ♦
{cost^ - IslntB) .
M + D - the ffiodulus:
Then,
(H) t
y; - H
w
oofltG + I (a - slntO
whloh la the final solution.
If the discriminant Is posltiTOi
4"^ - A(£5)^ +B(Z«)'
ifhere S* and Z* are the two roots. In each of the above
1 2
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oasM A and B are arbitrary oonttents determined by the Ini
tial ooTidltlonB. The non-hotnogeneoue part will at noat be
of the form
- ft" (n • 0,1...)
Xr
where n is not greater than the order of the equetlon under
eonelderatlon. The arbitrary oonctants A and B are eeeijrned
•peolfled valuee after a pertlculer eolutlon has been found.
Itie Interpretation of the solutions la ae follows t
Consider first the oomplex roots oase.
The factor
(
\ r \A -*• BjoostB ♦ 1 lA - 3 alntB
/ >W I
repeats Itawlf oaoillatorily. By Itself, it neither ex-
plo-'les nor dies out. Its presence in the solution of a aya-
teiB Indloates that fluotuatlona Mill ooour. The nature of
the oeolllatlona In terma of trend will depend on the factor
If fi - 1, it will have ao Influence at all on the be
havior of the model and the periodlo isovsment aa conditioned
by the trlgonoroetrlc term will perp^^tuate Itself,
If
) 1, b'—= ^ aa t => ^ •
The situation la exploaivo the fluotuatlona becoming In
tensified*
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If
R 1,
the fluctuations become daiuped over time converging to an
•qulllbriua path.
It 1« the latter case which appears more realistic.
The model may eachiblt thle kind of stability as It will be
seen In examining the ooropcnents of the modulus
. tE - 1 '^ -\ (e - 2
It Is very likely that the numerator Inside the radical
Is greater than zero and less than unity In most cases ex
cept possibly for very short periods.
For a positive modulus, given an aggregate marginal
propensity to expend, the larger the marginal propensity to
lapcrt, the shorter the time period needed for the Income
path to converge to the equilibrium path.
Itae partioular solution adds either a constant term or
a trend term. No essential modifications in the conclusions
are needed.
If the discriminant is positive, and both roots
then it le the particular solution which determines the
ko
equilibrium solution. Negative roote give rise to oecllla-
tlons which are explosive If the dominant root has an abso
lute value greater than unity. If the dominant root Is
unity a constant becomes ultimately the solution ccnsistlng
of the particular solution and the coefficient of the dotal-
nant root.
In general, there la a c * b - m -space within which
any ooeablnatlon of o, o^valuea corresponding to any point
in a sutMspace bounded by the surfaoe
2
(c + b-rn) -^b«0
gives rise to oscillatory noveraente, either tending and
reaching eventually an equilibrium value depending on wheth
er the dominant root has absolute value leas than unity, or
exploding when the dominant root is greater than 1. Non-
osolllatory behavior arises from conblnatlons of the param*
eter values above the mentioned surface, but again stability
requires the dominant root to be less than unity.
Upon observing the formula of ths isecond-de^ree polyno
mial giving the roots of the characteristic equation of the
system, one sees that the parameter m assumed to be posi
tive, la a stabilizer of the taodel reducing the absolute
value of the roote for realistic values of c and b.
T^e above conclusions about the role of the marginal
propensity to import In dynaalo systeas constructed on the
kl
basis of the ecceleratlon principle need no essential Bodi-
fioation If are to consider additional hypotheses such as
the ones leading to a flexible aocelerBtor Ferguson (7) or
a variable one*
^+2
A rrf/0-aCUMTP:i: IMtr^NATTCKAL SYSTEM
In wbat preoodod a static model of an open econonjy with
eeotorfit oon«umpfcion| investment and foreign ti^de was set
up.
The Income-oreatlng meohanlsm of exports was exaslned
in some detail defined broadly to include exports of domes
tic assets or Imports of capital and the Inooae-leaklng ef
fects of Imports defined broadly to Include Imports of for
eign assets or exports of capital. After a static-
maoroeconomlc-equillbrlura situation was presented the dynam
ic version of this model was considered with view on the ef
fects of the marginal propensity to Import on macroeconoffllc
stability. saiSilS.
Now, it is proposed to set up a simple model of a two-
oountry international economic system and examine the ef
fects on incoaie of some autonoTQOus shocks.
Up to this point the export component of income was a
datum. Now that an international econoralc system is con
sidered, exports will be incorporated Into the asodel ae an
endogenous element.
The autonomous shooks that may be examined fall broad
ly into three basic oategories:
a« 1%ere is an internal change to be considered occur
ring in the level of a country's effective demand as a
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function of that oountry's tnoom®.
b. At a giren level of Inooae, autonoraoue dlsturbancoB
may take place In the forn of shifts in the distribution of
expenditures on goods and services produced by one of the
two countries to the goods and services produced by the
other,
c. Changes In the movements of capital indicating In
creases or decreases in foreign lending or changes in unl-
latei^l transactions such as aid or capital transfers etc.
'Rie setting of the Inquiry Is characterized again by e
substantial amount of unemploynent of resources and oonse*
quently elastic supply of them within a wide range; by
money-wac^e Inflexibility and by sufficient reserves In order
to rule out chencres in the exchange rates. The aggregate
production function of the econo^niee is assumed to b© homo
geneous of the first degree.
A consuraption function will be postulated in Its gen
eral form, an Investraent function with arguaaant the level
of Inoome, and the expressions relating to the foreign sec
tor of each country* In the notation nuaber subecrlpts are
affixed to variables referring to the second country.
So, C » C(Y) is the consumption fmctlon of the first
oountry, the consumption function of the other, 1{X)
and investment functions, respectively, relating
the amovmt of Investmant to the level of inoorae of each
oountry, H(y) !• the Import function of the flrct country
and export function of the other while Hi(Yx) is the export
function of the first country and the import function of the
eecond country. The above equations determine the equilib
rium posltlcn of the ayetern, provided that the stability
oondltlcns ere aatlefled.
The equillbrlua of any static economic eysteta la con
nected with the assumptions underlying the corresponding dy-
n&ffllo systea; namely It is not possible to know the nature
of thie equillbrlUD unless postulates are specified about
the dynamic behavior of the system.
This la the so-oalled correspondence principle.
In general, the fonrulfition of an econofnio static sys
tem is followed by a ocmparatlve statics question. In other
words, the values of the variables determined by the static
systeai are differentiated with respect to the parameters.
The sign of the derivatives '^111 Indicate the direction of
the change In the variables as a consequence of a soall dls-
pXaoenent In the parameters. In many oases, however, the
sign cannot be determined unambiguously, because of missing
information about the functional relationships entering Into
the system.
The correspondence principle can then be used in order
to provide this needed InfornjEtlon,
1*5
The dynamic aystom oan be derived In the oase of thi«
aodel If the following asiunptlons are made:
1. The consumption of goods and servloee lags one pe->
rlod behind Income * and henoe the inports for consumption
purposesy which are the only kind of Imports assumed to take
place.
2. Entrepreneurial decisions with reepeot to Invest-^
ment are based on expeotatlcns foreied on the ground of In-
formction about the level of Incoia© of the previous period.
The dynamic model then Is:
Ct - C{Yt-l) (1)
"t " (3)
^it -
"it - («)
PrcB the definition of InoomSi the above eQuaticns are
consolidated Into:
+ I(Xt-l) + - H(Xt.l) (7)
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The explicit solutions to Equations 7 and 3 will enable
one to state the conditions which the functional relation
ships must fulfill for the International economic system to
be stable.
Expanding Equations 7 and 8 in a Taylor series and
dropping all non-linear terms it obtainss
Yt - Yo = C(Yo)' - ^o) ^ - V
+ Hl(Ylo)' - ^lo> - <^t-l - *o)
(9)
and
^It - ^10 - Ci(Yio)' - Yi„)
+ Il(Yio)' (Y^t-l - ^ {^t-1 -
- l!i(Yio)' (Yit-i - Yio),
where C(Yo)' Indicates first differentiation and evaluation
at Yq# similarly for the other terms.
Equations 9 and 10 are difference equations whose solu
tions can be obtained in the usual way considering the de
rivatives of the expressions as constant coefficients.
^7
In case no trade existed between the two countries the
IncoGce path In each country is given bj the equations
^t - Cdo)' K^o)* (^t-1 - ^o)
Xit - ^10 + Cidio)' + Ii(Xo)' (^It-I - 3£io).
Hie solution to this equation Is of the form:
\
xt - ^vio) - YoJ (c* + r )
irfaere I* and C* are
lit
and
i£t
d^t-i
>
respectively.
In order that the income path converges to some equl«»
librium value, (C* + I*) muet be less than unity in abso
lute value which is the usual stability requireioent» en-
ocunterod throughout.
If oountry Y trades with the rest of the world in gen
eral iQ a way that its exports stay be oonsidered a datum,
as assumed in the first section of this essay, the linear
dlfferenoe equfttlon obeys the eaae conditions for stability,
the root now being, (C* -••I* - H'), where
dWt
H* - ''
4it-l
In an economy then where imports are a positive func
tion of Income a large marginal propensity to Icaport is
likely to counterbalance the destabilizing effects of exces
sive aggregate propensltlee to spend, or more correctly the
higher is the foreign ooaponent in the aggregate propensi
ties to spend, the stabler oeterls psribus the economy is
bound to b9.
In the general case however, where possible reactions
of the rest of the world may be rej^arded eeeentlal, or In
the caee, more speolfloally, of a two-country model where
the flows of goods and services Into either country are to
a high degree Interdependent, the tl*ne path of Incomes, Y
and cannot be deterralned without taking into account
the nature of the reactions in questlcn. In formal terms,
sinoe again the dynamic behavior of the model is deter
mined by the homogeneous paths of the equations, for small
shocks or deviations from the equilibrium - on the assump«
it exletfi - the time path of X and Yi will be oonditlcned
by the following expreeelonej
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• ^Pi ®P2 ^ ^
Dp/ (12)
where the p' a are the roots of the characteristic aquation
of the syste^a,
111© latter 1b given by the quadratic equation derived
fro« Equatlcnft 9 and 10, In detenalnantal form:
(C* +!•-»' )-p
(13)
Per stability, p'B<^l.
The necessary end sufficient conditions for this can
be stated as follows:
(C + !• - ) + (C«^ + <^2 (1)
which states that If a system Is stable the trace of the
matrix of Its coefficients - which Is equal to the absolute
value of the sum of the roots - taust be less than the de
gree of the syatoffl, and
(C» * P - H«) (C^ <^1 til)
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which nasne that tho ohat^oteristlo determinant of tha oo»
efficients of the syetes - being equal to the product of
the roots - must be less than unity.
The economic laipllcatlonB of the above formal condi
tions for stability can be readily derived. So, it Is ap
parent that at least one country, must be stable, for the
international econooaic systec: to be stable. If both coun
tries are stable, this Implies that the systea as a whole
la stable.
Roughly speaking, the Instability of the one country
can be absorbed by the stability of the other, provided
that the latter*s low propensities are low enough for the
former's cxcefsslve onew.
?or Instance, let it be assuraed that
C" + l» - «• « 1.05,
- .06
and
* ^1 ' "i "
- .1.
For condition ii to ba satisfied
(1.05) (.95) - (.06) (.1)
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Indeed, the propeneltiee as assumed above imply a sta
ble international system siaoe
0.9915 <^1.
Clearly, condition 11 Irnplies that given an excessive
aggregate propensity to expend on domestloelly produced
goods and servioes of the one oountry, the aggregate pro
pensity to expend on domestically produced goods and ser
vioes of the other oountry must be low, for international
stability. The aore exoeseive the magnitude of the former^
the lower the magnitude of the latter must be. This Is
what is meant by the idea that the instability of the one
country can be absorbed by the stability of the other pro
vided the relevant propensity of the letter is low enough.
Here, the following point deserves mention. It must
be remembered that macroeoonooilc Instability of one ooun
try in the sense used in this essay results from an exoess
over unity of the aggregate propensity to e^^end on domes*
tloally produced goods and services. When this is the
oase, equilibrium is unattainable within an eoonomlcclly
acceptable range, although It exists noatbeaatically, since
the multiplier Is a finite negative quantity. It follows,
that it does not make sense to discuss the oase of a ooun
try under these conditions and In the example used above
the aggregate propensity l«05 seems to lead to absurd re*
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suits. This however Is not so, beoause macroecononilc in
stability of a country in isolation does not necessarily Im
ply macroecoTiocslo instability of an intemstional system
where the variables of each country are determined slmulta-
seouslyi e situatioa which is stated by condition 11 above.
In the real world, wh<a <me takes aooount of more var
iables which enter Into the picture, the equilibrium of the
system is assured by the movement of relative prlcee, and
opposite international Eaovements of capital, as well. In
the above nodel, where only Income effects are considered,
still equlllbriura is possible under methercatlcally stated
conditions through the repercussions on, and of, the for
eign eeotoro of the countries in question. Excessive pro
pensities to expend on domestic eommoditles in one country
lead to increases in income of the same country* on which
the imports depend positively. Increased Inrports represent
an increased leato^e out of the circular flow of the econo
my in consideration and an injection into the circular flow
of the economy of the other country. This Interplay through
the foreign sectors of the two economies makes it possible
for International equilibrium to be established, under the
oonditions explicitly stated above.
With the aboTe information, one can determine the fea
tures of the static system. The values of the variables at
the equilibrium position will however not satisfy the val-
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U86 required for a new equlllbrluin, If this new equllibpiUB
18 possible, after ehlfts occur in the psraraeters of the
eyeten*
It will now be examined how autonoraouo shocks affect
the ecenomles of the countries of the international eoonoraio
systea.
It has already been indicated what types of shocks are
going to be considered. Let firet changes la the level of
effective demand be taken into account. Such changes may
be due to several general factors. An innovation, for in-^
stance, taay affect the aggregate cost of a certain type of
Investment moving the marginal-efficlency-of-capltal sched
ule to the right by a distance a. Or any component of the
cost of raising funds for Investment, nay be reduced, say,
by an autonosous change In credit policy, follOMed by the
same effect of shifting the marglaal-effIciency-of-capital
sohedule positively.
Let it be supposed that such a shift occurs in coun
try X, Its investment function can be then written
I » I(Y) + a
and the aystem Is:
y » c(3£) ♦ i(Y) + (y*) • w(y) ♦ a (i4)
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- Kl(Xl) (15)
By differentiating iquatlons 14- and 15 with respect to
Sy It will be possible to trace the effect of the autonorcous
shook throughout the Intematlonel eoonoray.
♦ 1 (x6)
-aa -iY-oB -ili-ja ai'ba
and
'aYi'^a •jXi'ia "bi-ja "S^i'Sa'
Tha unknowns of the above aystdm are
\1
Oa
wbloh measure the effect of a shift in the marglnal-
effloienoy-of-oapltal sohedule of the first eoxmtry on the
two countries* Inoomes. Hie other partial derivatives aT9
the paremeters of the static system which are assumed to be
known.
Upon, rearranging Equations l6 and 17^ It obtains:
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(1 - C» - I" ♦ K* )
a
-1-0
(1 - - ij. ♦ - rij^lLK - 0
a ®
In matrix notation. Equation l6' and 17* baooaej
-\
1 ^ C" - !• + R'
where
eto* I
eto.»
and
• Ml
1 - C«^ -
C
'SY
1
Cl
-Vl
Ta
^la 13a
a
-N
r—' —
y 1
^1 0
{16' )
<17*)
(IB)
Solving for the unknown® by Cramer*s Rule, one geta:
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1 -
(19)
and
^la-f (20)
where D le the determinant of the matrix of the eyBtem of
ooefflolente
1 • C* • r + M'
- n*
-Hi
1 . d . r + M»
111
Two more Bub-systetns will now be examined referring to
the sectors of each econosy and the effects of the ehlft In
the marglnal-effIclenoy-of-capltal schedule In question.
The flret sub^system la:
C» - c(y) • M(y)
!• - I(X) + Mi(^x) ®
(21)
(22)
Where C* Is defined to be the difference between ag
gregate consumption and consumption of Imported goods and
services*
vihere
and
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eg " c*r^ " \ (c» - «•) (21*)
c»
a ^ a
*a -5^ »
the effects naael^r of the ehlft en the difference between
aggregate coneuraptlon and consumption of foreign coamodltles
and on lnv«^ctment expendlturee, respectively.
Substituting Into Equation 21' the value of from
Equation 19* wa have
X - C» - H + H»
C* - (C - «• ) 1 1 1 (23)
" D
Substituting Into Equation 22* from Equations 19 and 20
for the values of and reepeotlvely, we obtain:
1 - C- . I- ^ «•
!• » V i i i + K* ~ + 1 {2k)
D D
Similarly, the sub-system of the sectors of the other
ooiintry is:
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CJ - C^(X^) - (25)
I* - (26)
Ooing exactly through the steps of the Immediately pre-
vlous oase, the following results are derived:
Cfa - - «l^a • ^la - M^) (25')
(26")
and
- f. (C^ . «5^) (27)
1 - C! - I' + K» 1 - C! + M«
IJa '^'irr* «i - "• 1 ' (28)
Poi*sial expressions are thus obtained about the effects
of an autonomous shock of the type desoribed on the two econ
omies X and and the sectors which were taken to constitute
them.
In the attempt to evaluate these affects, one meets the
difficulty of not knowing the sign of the determinant D,
One can however get out of this difficulty by assuming
stability of the two economies when no foreign trade takes
plaoe, so that (1 - C* - I» >and (1 - - I^) are both
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greater than earo and leas than unity. In this case 0.
/a soon aa any aablgultlea about the sign of D la done
away with, It la possible to eatlmate tha direction of the
ohancoe In the variables.
The change In the income of the country which experi
enced the shock Is positive, as expected. Equation 19 repre
sents the taultlpller with respect to the shift.
oarlbus. the greater the aggregate lealrage of the second
country, being the numerator of the RHS tens In Equation 19•
the larger the Increase In the first country's Income con
sisting of the sum of "foreign repercussions" through In-
creased exports Induced by the second country's high propen
sity to Import.
Under the condition that the determinant Is positive,
the Income of the second country will Increase, If the aar-
glnal propensity to Isport of the first country Is positive.
This can be thought of as being the normal case. If K" Is
negative, decreases, the economic reason being the reduc-
of induced exports of the second country as a consequence of
first coxmtry's negative Import function.
Equation 23 tells one what will happen to the consump
tion of domestically produced goods end services of the
first country. Under the specified conditions, it Increases
since by definition
C K« .
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Investineiit rlaea In country Y for reasonable values of
the parameters as combined in Equation Zk,
Consumption of domostioally produced goods and services
rises In oountry too, If the first country's marginal
propensity to Import is positive. TMs result apparently
works via Inoreasee In incoiae which induce increases In con*
sumption of domestic oomxodltles. (Equation 27)
Itie same can be said about Equation 23 Investment ex
penditures in the second country.
The above results refer to ultimete equilibrium values
made up by all induced changes in the variables as a conse
quence of the autonomous shook. For instance, let the fol
lowing values be assumed:
C» - .85, «• - .05, I* - .10, - .81, - .01, - .10
Then
D - .0095
and the income change of the country in which the shook orig
inated»
^ - 10.5,
while the income change In the other oountry,
3Cia - 5.2.
6X
c» - X.2, !• » 2,10, c; - *^.16 aad I» - 1.57.
a A la la
All expressions whoso sign was dealt with are "multlplleirs*
and various terras can be used to refer to them. Wila however
would be pointless, since any marginal relationship is a mul
tiplier and there Is no end to the number of such relation
ships that can be derived from economlo models.
The other kind of shock which may be considered Is an
Increase In the average propensity to consume domestically
produced goods and services followed by no changes In the av-
erage propensities of the other functions. Since such a
ohange Is represented by an additive oonstant In the consump^
tlon function, It Is evident by Induction that similar re
sults to those of a shift In the roarglnal-efflolency-of-
capltal schedule hold with respect to the same variables,
^18 however might sound sooewhat strange In an eoonoalo
sense. Of course, In the «athematical model of the Interna
tional eoonomlo system under consideration there are no func
tional relationships describing the capacity effect of in
vestment and relating deviations from full-capacity output to
investment decisions. The model, being e comparative statics
one, gives information only as regards trans.nlEslons of in
come leadlzig to a new equlllbrluai position.
Since the foroial aspect of an increase in the average
propensity to oonsuore dosestioally produced coasodities sire
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Identloal to those of an Inorease In the marginal effloienoy
of capital, it is Intended to turn next to the effect of a
shift occurring in economy X from donestlc goods and services
to foreign CGQoiodltiea. This shift can be represented by a
negative parameter in the income-Identity or a positive pa
rameter in the import function of the country Y, and a posi
tive parameter of equal obsolute value in the income identity
of the second country. Let this parameter be^ •
r - C{X) + I(Y) - M(Y) . (29)
*1 • + Ii(Ti) + M(y) ^1^ - Mi(Yi). (30)
Differentiating Equations 29 and 30 with respect to
it obtainst
\ * V Xy - - 1 (29« )
hv ' Vil* ^ * 1 (30')
where
Rearranging terms, in matrix notation:
' 1 - C" - I» + R«
r
r - 1
«'
1
X
1
1
-
«•
(31)
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upon solving for the unl(nowna and by Cramer's
Hule:
c' ^ I', - 1 - (32,
V n
X, - 1 - C .. 1« > 2K' (33)
D
where again D le the determinant of the matrix of the ooef*
flolents of the ayctem 31*
In order to determine the effects on the eeotora of the
eoonomlee^ consider again the two Bub-syetems:
c* " c(y) - H(x) - 13'*)
!• - I(X) + Hi(Yi) (35)
Differentiating Equations 3^ and 35 with respect to ,
the results derived are:
C» - (C« - M« )Y,J, - 1 )
I«^- I«X^ + . 05«)
Substituting Into Bquatlons 34* and 35' from and
frc»a Equations 32 and 33:
C" + I* - 1 -
Cf - (C • )—1 1 I - 1 (36)
y D
6k
and
c< + I' - 1 - 2H' 1 - c - I' + 2M«
!• . V -1 I 1 + K' —- . (37)
V D Id
In the Mae way, by differentiation of the other ooun-
try'fi cub-system;
CJ - - ''i<V
!• - ^ (39)
with respect to It obtains:
CJ^- (C'l - (38')
and
^ ^39-)
upon substituting for and from Squatlons 32 and
331 we have:
c* . (C^ - H-) 1 - C* > r ^ gH'IV ^ 1 l'
and
T. ^ ^ - I" 2H C» + n - 1 -
IT. • IJ + K' I I 1 ♦ 1. (4l
Ir 1 D D
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AsBumlng stability In both countries, D Ie positive, and
y. ^negative, as expected, and 'i'^poeitiva.
In other woz*d8, inoorae increases in country and de-
oreasea in country Y*
Assuning, further, positlTe marginal propensities to low
port* if the second country is unstable, the determinant D is
negative. For country* s 'X lnoc»ae to increase, the marginal
propensity to import of the second country must fulfill the
condition:
Cl + li - 1
"i>^
Under the above circumstances, the second country's in*
come declines, being negative).
If the unstable country Is the first - the marginal pro
pensity to Import being positive - , the deteralnont is nega
tive again, end the unstable country's income Increases.
What happens in the other country depends on whether
^ V '1 OP H. \ g' ^ I' - 1
^2 / 2
In the first case increases, in the second it de
clines. If
M* - C' I» - 1
2
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no changes occur In
The oonaiffiiptlon of doosstlcally produced oommodltl©# de
clines In the first country, since
^0
and
C« ^ H'
(Bquatlon 3'*'*) •
«ie result 1« Indetenalnate In the oase of Investoent In
the same country.
In the second country, In the noraal oaee oonsuaptlon of
domeatlcelly produced cotmBOdltles Increases and Ite Invest
ment change Is Indeterminate. Investaient, In general, must
move In the direction of ohang^e In Income In either country
Y or country and Is not excluded to move In the same di
rection In both.
What happens In oases of alternate stability In one
ooxmtry and instability in the other can be deduced In the
aaae way quite easily from the above equations.
Before cloelng this section, It Is Intended to consider
briefly the effects of e shift in the average propensity to
Import without changes In the other propensities, which Is
distinct from the previous case In thet the difference be
tween aggregate consumption and imports remains the same
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Bfter the shift occurp and the ehoolc la expressed a« an addi
tive positive constant In the Income Identity of the second
coxmtry.
Plnelly, the transfer-of-capltol question le reviewed.
If there is an autonoraous lncree:^e in aggregate coneuaip-
tlon of the flret country, without reduction in any other av
erage propensity In the system except the average propenelty
to save, due to en Inorease In the demand for forel^^ goods
end Borvlces; this autonoraous increase can be represented by
an addition In the income-detennlnation equation of the sec
ond country of a pajrameter equal to the value of the sponta-
neoue inorease in question.
The expression of the first country's Income Is not
going to be affected directly. The multiplier value of the
final income equlllbriua will Incorporate the Induced
changes in the variables that constitute the first country's
inooise as a oonsequenae of the autonomous and Induced
changes in the second country*a inoome components. In the
above case, unlike the previously considered shocks^ one
deals with a change in one of the leakages out of the income
flow of the first country which offeots the injections into
the inooiae flow of the other country in a positive manner.
Let this spontaneous shift be w.
The system now becomest
;r^ ••-y
6»
X + C{Y) + I(Y) +
Ji - ci(xi) + ii(yi) ♦ w(i) - ♦ w
('^2)
Cts)
Differentiating th« systea with retpect to the parameter
w obtains In the familiar way;
- "11 • c* - r ^ y.*
X - H
Upon Bolvlnf- first for ^ and Y},, where
and
one getat
V
W
- 3^1
*lw - —t .
3 w
Xw
1 - C - i« + n«
X
ft
m
m
L^J
(42«)
m)
CtS)
The final equlllbrlua values of tVie seotors of the two
eooaoffllee are obtained by differentiating again the two fa
miliar sub-aysteiBB with respeot to w.
and
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The final solutlona are:
CJ - (C' - H« ) ^
W n
I* - ^ M« (1*7)
w D 1
C' - (ci - «•) 1 - C - I' ♦ (m)
1* 1 1 n
1* - X + -i.
Iw D
(1 - C» -. !• + M») + (^)
One obaervee that the first country*a Income will In-
creaee If and only If the marginal propensity to Import of
the second country la positive, ooneldering the detemlnant
D as positive.
The econoffilc sense that this condition makes la easy to
realise. The Induced Imports of the second country aa a
consequence of the autonomoua Increase In Its Income will
cause an Increase In the first country's Ineoae, t^ich means
that the 'automatic balancing aeohanlasi" of inoome effects
la analytically equivalent to a stable international eco
nomic system.
The second country's Income will Increase ultlaately -
that Is the primary Increase is not going to be counterbal
anced by negative Induced changes - If and only If the
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first country la stable, naroely. Its aggrsgate propensity to
e3Q>end on domestic commodities Is less than unity, postulat
ing 0 to be positive.
With respect to each particular sector one obseinres that
in the normal oase where the marginal propensities to import
are assumed positive and each country separately is aBsumed
•table, increases az^ bound to occur»
One may turn now to a well-dlecussed type of shock» the
long-run transfer of capital, or Income which can be ana
lyzed within the framework already presented, Metzler's
ideas, (22), are going to be substantially followed. These
can be considered as i^ally definitive under the aesxaaptionfl
established to prevail throughout this paper.
The problem of capital or Income transfers was dis-
eussed, Angall (2), Haberler (10). Viner (35)» Heade (19)
on the basis of an economy operating In a "classicalset
ting.
The most crucial element of such a model was the price
movements as explained by a "quantity theory" of money.
Any transfer of oapital or Income would depress the
pacing country's price level and inflate the price level of
the Moeivlng country. There would follow an export suxt?1us
of the balance of trade of the paying country and an import
surplus in the trade balance of the receiving country. This
difference would constitute the real transfer, on the as-
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Bumption of price elastic dsTnand for H and price elastic
ply of X.
The essential difficulties and deficiencies of this ap
proach were, of course, the questionable validity of the
quantity theory of money In view of the institutional frame
work of the advanoad societies in the last tvro centuries;
the dependanoe on aeaufflptlons about foreign elastloltlea
which had to obey the Marshall-Lemer conditions to produce
effects in the presence of price level differentials; and tha
further eesumptlon, granting the previous ones, that the to
tal sum of the foreign lending or the unilateral payment had
to be spent In the receiving country to produce Its effects
in full.
It was only natural that the Improvement In analytical
methods, brought about by the Keynealan Income approaoh
would make It possible for the problem to be solved, I.e. to
specify oondltlona neoasaary and sufficient to produoe an
income transfer through foreign lending or unilateral pay
ments. The size of the effect Is found to depend on the
course of other variables and nothing can be conclusively
said without establishing assumptions about them. Specifi
cally, the Income determination components, spending on do-
neatio goods and services in the reoeiving country and the
paying country, investment axpenditurea in either oountry;
and the foreign leakage that operates in either receiving or
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paying country may lead to an Increase or a decrease or Bsy
not affect at all the final real transfer In terms of the In*
tended amount of foreign lending or unilateral payment.
It Is proposed to examine these questions In some de
tail* One need only add that all necessary aBsumptlons are
postulated again in order to abstract from price effects in
general.
The transfer problem Is basically a problem in economic
policy. It oan consequently be examined under various as*
sumptions about the purposeful endeavors of the govemnenta
concerned with respect to "internal balance" or domestic em
ployment policy end "external balance" or balance of pay
ments policy, Meade (18), The basic analysis le only
slightly modified to account for any such additional Infor
mation and the most natural premise under which to proceed
is to poatulcte balanced-budget policies in both oountries in
order to do away with any fiscal policy effects.
It la possible to Imagine three likely alternatives re
lating to primary effects of the transfer process on the
levels of Income in either or both countries, specifloallyi
income may be affected directly In both countries or may be
affected In the paying country only, or in the receiving
one only. One must then examine the ultimate effects con
sisting of the SLtm of direct changes plus all Induced
changes to their limit*
• 1,"
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Income Is affectsd In both oountrlec directly, if it is
assumed that the paying country dislnvests the transferable
value and the receiving country invests the same amount.
That is to say, national expenditure on investment in the
first country decreases Mhile the second country's increases.
Zncoae is affected directly in the paying ooimtry only,
if the disinvestment of the first country is not followed by
Investment in the second country, while Incoae is directly
affected in the second country only if the Investment in th®
latter as a conoequence of the transfer Is not followed by
disinvestment in the former.
On the basis of the above considerations, one can con
struct the model of the two-country international eoonomio
system to reflect these possibilites.
X - C(Y) + I(Y) + Kl(Yl) - H(Y) - • - f (50)
- C (Yi) + Ix(Yi) + «(Y) - niiXx) + e + f (51)
» + Mi(Yi> - K(Y) (52)
In the system represented by Ecjuatlone 50, 51 and 52
the parameter e stands for the transfer followed by dis
investment In the first country and Investment in the sec
ond, the parameter f refers to the diz-eot effect on the
first country's income only and f* represents the direct ef»
7U
feot on tho second country's Inoom® only. The Identity 52 lo
the balance of trade.
We are primarily interested In the ultimate effects on B
of any paraaeter indicating a transfer^ sinoe it le the final
difference in the balance of trade resulting from the trans
fer shook that measures the net amount of any unilateral pay*
ment or long-run foreign lending.
From Equations 50 51 one obtains solutions for
©e ^
and
e
- ^le-
These are girm by the systemt
1 - C • !• + H'
- M* 1 - C1 - li
r~ \
' "I ^e
+ H' X
1 le
C" + I" - 1 1 - C» - !•
« 1 ,, 8 • 1 1
^le « 1 > g' ' V
D
"A
- 1
1
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hubstltutlng these values Into
one gete:
^ » M* X, • X
e 11® •
K« (1 - CJ^ - IJ^) ♦ (1 - C« - I' )
J
4- (53)
Where
D - (1 • C« - r ♦ K») (1 - • 1^ ♦ .
Vlth the same procedure nutetls autandie, one finds t
and
?L2 - M'
T) f
1 - Ci - li
?|r - ^ (1 - c. - r ) ,
having substituted Into 5^ end 55 the valueo:
and
^ ^ ^ . xif - - —
D D
Mi
1 - C • r + «•
{5'»)
(55)
•=-r
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where
^ Y
— "if .-N—^
2) f '3 f
Assuming that the International economic system Is
stable - determinant D Is positive - one can analyze the ef
fects of the transfer under the possible combinations of the
assuiTiptlons about the direct effects on each country's ex
penditures end each country's stability.
In the case where Incoae Is effected in both countries
directly by the transfer and both countries are stable, in
come Increases in the reoelvlng country and falls in the
paying country. The trade balance, upon examining the terms
of Equation 53t Improves In the paying country but not to
the extent of the amount of the transfer. In formal terms,
as can easily be seen from comparing numerator and demonator
of the B.H.S. expression in 53t assuming the normal case of
posltlTd propensities to import.
When the paying country is unstable and the receiving
one stable, Income declines In both and the trade balance of
the paying country Increases by more than the amount of
transfer, namely
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> 1.
> e /
If the receiving country Is unstable and the paying one
stable^ Inoone Increases In both and the trade balance In
creases in It by more than the amount transferred.
In the case where Income Is affected directly by dis
investment in the paying country only, Income falls in both
countries and the trade balance of the paying country im
proves by less than the amount of the transfer,
Equation if both countries are stable,
Xf the paying country is unstable and the receiving
stable, income falls In both but the trade balance of the
paying country Increases by aaore than the amount transferred,
or
1.
?>r /
When the paying country is the stable one, Income falls
in both and the trade balance in it declines by more than
the transfer, In other terms,
or ^
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Finally, in the oase where the direct effect of the
transfer Is felt In the reoelvlag country* a Income, If both
oountrlea are stable, Income Inoreaeea In both, and the trada
balance of the paying country increaaee by less than the
transfer, (Analyze the terms of Equation 55) • Xf the pay
ing country is unstable Income Increases in the iiaylng coun
try, falls In the receiving country and the trade balance de
clines In the former*
If the reoelving country is unstable, Income Increases
In both and the trade balance Inoreeaes on the paying coun
try by more than the transfer.
Ve have thus concluded the examination of International
transralsslons of Income through the ffiechanlsm of induced
changes In the variables, Within the above given framework
many connected questions can be easily answered. It is In
teresting to azialyze the effects of different government
policies in view of attaining specified goals. This however
will not be imdertaken here, since It would bring the dls-
slon far afield.
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ECUILIB??IUr< PATE OF OnOWTH AND THE
ir-ITEPNATIONAL ECOrTCKIC SYSTEM
The determination of an equilibrium rate of growth of an
open economy and of the Intemotlonal ooonomic system oan be
analyzed In term# of the Marrod-Doaiar approach which, not-
withetandiag its grave BhortoonilngB, 1b very suggestive aa
to the role of the foreign sector, Johnson (15)•
IhB equilibrium condition in an open eoonomy in the
static case la that the leakages out of the ayatee) equal the
offsets, that ie I + X = S + K, where S la sevlngs, the oth-^
er symbols hsving the meaning attached to them throughout
the paper.
The dynamieation of this condition is quite easy. Con-
aider
(a + n) Tt - Xt + It U)
vhere s and m stand for the marginal propensity to save, as*
suEced constant, euad the marginal propensity to import, re
spectively, which is also assumed conatant.
This condition refers to the demand side of the econ
omy, Tlie comi^letlon of the picture, in order to deterailne
the equilibrium rate of growth, requires a capacity equation.
Xt - - bit, (2)
s
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defining
Alt - - Xf
Equation 2 relatae an Inoronea In oapaolty inoome to
iovaetaent »her® s l6 the oapital-owtput reQulre:B0nt &n4 b
its rsoiprooeX, Squetlcns 1 and 2 together dateroine the
equilibrium rate of growth. If Squatlon 1 relates Invest-
aent required at tine t to utlllee fully existing oapltal
and meet the rate of exports required to offset the leak
age ®^t^» increase in ssepscity output overtime has
to be matched by equal InorwiBee In aggregate demand# aqua
tion 2 gi-res the inoreaae in oapaolty output aa a function
of investsent and one le able to solve for a r«te of growth
satisfying simultaneously Equations 1 and
The assusptlon that Inoreaaes in oapaolty output de*
pende only on Investaent is vary rftatrlctlve, when especial
ly £ is assutEsd constant. In the extenslcn of this growth
approach which hae been itndertaken» It is further postu*
latol that Inveotaent utlliaes only dom-etic output, in eth
er wordsy that uo3ieBtio produotive capacity vioea not re
quire iaported goods. Otherwise aquation 2 should have in
cluded a tsrtB for the contribution of imports to productive
oapaolty. Again, it la assumed that imports are Intended
for oonausptlon purposes. Turthercore, it Is poetulated
that negative or positive trade balances are financed by
8X
unilateral payments or by ehort-run capital movements* This
assumption Is neoefsary to keep the analysis as sloiple as
possible. All the above essutnptlons are ordinary In the
multiplier analysis.
The definition of the rate of groNth is
3ftn -
*t+l - b (s + m) It
• • — (3/
^t It + Xt
is the rate of growth, which, after sone algebraic treat*
ment, becomes I
rt - b (s + m - {3»» )
^t
Cn the basis of Lquatlon 3 one sees that if the export
rate is falling over time the rate of growth increases and
vice versa.
By differentiation of Equation 3""
- b ^ - rt). (if)- b (JLIt Yt 'xt
Prom Equation k It la seen that If the rate of growth
of exports Is larger than the equlilbrlus rate of growth the
latter is declining over time
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Up to thla point tbe equilibrium rate of growth has on
ly been defined and nothing hae been said about Its fea
tures*
It Is not poealble to analyze It without an expllolt
solution to the dlfferenoe Equation 3*' t t^hose form Isi
(« m^) +3^ - Xt.i O")
It is to be noted again that the stability of the equl-^
llbrluffl path depends on the root of the homogenous part of
the aboTe equation and several patterns of behavior are pos
sible? Por steady growth
m C - 1.
In a two-country international eoonomyi the Interaotlon
of the two equilibrium rates of growth oan be Investigated
in the following canner by replacing by and Xxt ^7
rt - b (5)
^t
» bi ("1 + «! -
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Differentiating Equations 5 and 6 with respect to t,
on% obtains:
bni^ •|f--4-±(r-n) (5'>
and
drx bimX
dt* " Xi
(r^L - r) (6*)
Prom Equations 5* and 6' one observes that if the first
country* g aqulllbrluoi rote of growth Is larger than that of
the second country, the former rate would continually In
crease and the latter decline. The opposite holds true In
the z*e7aree position. The growth rate at the equilibrium
path Mould remain oonstanti If the two countries grow at the
same rate. In tercns of the assuiaptlons set up at the be*
ginning of this section, one sees that the above results
make economic sense. It was found previously that if the
export fraction le falling over time, the equilibrium rate
of growth Increases and vice versa. Since, on the assump
tion that the first country's equilibrium rate of growth in
creases
(r > ri).
Its export rate falls and so does by definition the second
oox*ntry*« laport rat«. If th« seoond ooiatry*e •qullltorlWB
rate of growth were to remain oonetant, an Inoreaeing pro
portion of its output would have to be obennoled Into in
vestment; at the eanie time thie Is inqpoeoible, baoaus® the
fiooond oountry*8 exporte are a continually inoreasing freo-
tlon of its output, henoe a deoreaslng proportion of its
output would be available for investment purposes•
Th« forffi of the equllibrluis path of the International
eooDomy oan be determined for different values of the roots
of the systea of dlfferenoe Equations 5 and 6, one oan re
write the system 5 and 6 as follows*
-
b (s > ffl} + 1 't-i ^ (7)
bi (•! *•!,)> I ^It-l (8)
Daflne
b (s a) 1
and
^ <*1 ♦ 1 -S,
35
The above system can be consolidated into the following
*
expression:
Xt • ( S+ (mxB - Si^i) (9)
Equation 9 i9 & second-order difference equation and
Bay yield a variety of behavior patterns.
The stability conditions for the above equation arej
1 - iS^Si) - (mmj^ •SS^l^ ®
*ThB aethematical derivation of Equation 9 is attained
through the following steps:
a. Solve for Equation ?♦ This solution isi
^it-i - - jiJ (^t -SXfi)
b. Substitute this expreseion into Equation 8j
*lt • - ®^t-l "*• ^
or
-li jjt - *t.iJ-
©♦ Reduce the tioe reference by one period:
^It-l "- ®Xt-2 -^ \jt~l - ^t-2 •
d. Substitute this last expression for ^xt-1
Equation 7. We obtain: « ^
^t • ^^fc-1 • ®1 ®^t-2 *" t^t-1 " ^t-2^
and
•t-2
which is Equation 9«
It" i) ^t-l •*• (®®i - i)
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X+ (bb^ -• S'5'^ 0 (ix)
1 + (S^+Sj^) « (dub^. 0. (Ill)
If one retranslates the above conditions In terras of
the original parameters^ one observes that they are too oom-
plloated. to make any Intuitive eoonomlo sens*. One oan say
however that the system is highly unstable* in view of what
seem to be reasonable values for b, s, m and the oorrespond-*
Ing parameters of the other country,
Hie attainment of more realistic results depends natu
rally on the abandonment of the very rigid asaumptlone of
the Harrod Domar approach on the one hf^nd and on the Intro-
ductlon of new terras Into the relationships dealing with oa»
paoity output* The mathematical treatment however becomes
very complicated and looses oooaslonally much of the sugges-
tlveness which is a merit of this simple type of models, if
all due qualifications are made.
•Another way to see this rigorously, is to take into ac
count that the expression (5 +5i) is the trace of the ma
trix of the ooeffioient of the system whose absolute value
equals the absolute value of the sum of the roots» It is a
necessary condition that this value be lese than the degree
of the system. In order that the latter be stable. Unless
b (s + m) + b' (s* ^ ^ 0 this necessary condition is
not satisfied in our case. This however is highly unlikely.
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A OEHEIULIZED KODEL OP IHTEmATIONAL THADK
Consider a eystem In whloh there are n trading regions
or countries. The aseuiBptiona will b© made again as to ab
stract from price effects, so that the only new feature of
the present chapter le the number of trading units, A
first-order aystem describing the international transactions
l8 not a Bpeoial case based on the assurcption of a one-
period lag in each Independent variable, since higher order
•ystems can be converted into first order ones by euooeaalve
redefinitions of the variables. A first-order system will
then be considered being the general case of linear dynamic
models«
The system (1)
^It+i • ^l^^lt^ ®12^^2t^ +*••• ^ ®ln^^t^
^2t+l • *"•' * (1)
»
^t+1 " * ®n t'
describes the simultaneous Income deteminstion in all trad
ing regions, where i-i(-it) 1® defined as the total doraestlo
expenditure of the l '^^ country as a function of its income
at time t; ^ij(^jf;) Is defined as the purchases of commod
ities of country j from country 1 as a function of the J
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country* b income as ticse t*
It le sBsuraed that ^i(^it) linear ex-
preasiona In the ooefflclente for ell 1'b snd J's eo that
ByBtem (X) oan be rewritten aa:
2^1t+l " ®12*2t "In^nt
^2t+l " * ^Z^Zt C2)
*nt+l " ®rn^lt * ®n2^2t
Subtracting the elemente of the column vector Y^+l f'®®
both sides of the systea (2) It followsi
®l^lt ~ *lt+l * ®12*2t *"• * "In^t • ®
"21*lt * ®2^2t ~ *2t+l * •2n^nt " ® (3)
®nl^lt * ®n2^2t +. •. + E|s^t " '^nt+1 " ®
The ohareoterlstlo equation of the eysteai (2) Is then]
«(y)
Ej^-y ®13 ••• ®in
'"21 ®2"' ®23 • • • ®2n
a nl ®n2 ®n3 • • •
0
B9
whore la the characteristic determinant of the sys
tem. .•vxpandlng the charecterletlc determinant we obtain a
polynoalal equation In y
yO + + H„ » 0
where the Hi* n are ooeff lolents of which Hi and Hb have the
following Important properties:
Hi la equal to
(-1) J yi
1-1
where the yl* 9 are the n roots of the above polynomial equa<
tlon; and Hq is equal to
n
(-1)" yl.
Further, equals the sum of the elements of the prlnolpel
diagonal of the matrix K(0) multiplied by (-l)j and
(-1)".Hn - \ H(0)
In other words, the sum of the roots of the charaoterlstlo
equation of a first-order linear difference equation system
Is equal to the trace of the charaoterlstlo cnatrlx and the
product of the roots Is equal to the oharaoterlstlo deter^
rslnant of the eystem.
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!• If the system is stable the suni of the roots must
be less than n, the degree of the characteristic equation,
in absolute value*
11, If the system Is stable, the oharacterlstlo deter
minant jM{0) must be less than unity In absolute value.
ill. If either the tr&oe or the determinant is nega
tive or xero, the system admits of non-real and/or negative
roots.
The above three statements are necessary but not suffi
cient conditions for stability.
As long as no other speolfioatlons are made about the
magnitudes of the coefficients of the system^ unaablguous
results oannot be derived; although the above qualitative
taxonomy indicates already that stability of each country in
Isolation is not a neoeeBary condition for the stability of
the international system (proposition 1).
A "normal" situation Is considered to be that in which
the matrix is non-negative. If the mij's ^ 0 for ell
1«8 and J»s, a sufficient condition for the stability of the
system is that the norm of the matrix (defined as the lar
gest ooXumzmr sum) be equal to or smaller than unity. If it
Is equal to xmity the system oannot explode. If it is
•mailer than unity. It converges upon an equilibrium value.
•Rie relation between the dynamic model and the static
one can be oleorly seen from the following considerations*
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In the matrix notstlon, the dynamic syatem la
I^t+1 - ^ k
which has the static solution, for - X^^j^
IX^ « KX^ mX^ + k
or
(I - E - m) X^ - k,
whers k Is a constant vector. In order for the systeia to
odmlt of economic Interpretation the components of the X^j
vector must be positive. The solution of the dynamic eys»
tern Is given by Iteretlon byt
- (E - B)' Yq + (E - m) + (E - ra)^ +...+ (B - b)
The system will converge to the equillbrlun] value
yt - (I - E - k
k
If and only If all the roots or the matrix \ E + o \ are less
than one in modulus.
Hawkins and T.lrrion have shown In their work on Input-
output models that positive solutions tflll attain In the
case of a positive matrix If and only If all principal
minors of (I * E -* n) are positive.
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If the elements of the natrlx are Just nonnegatlve the
positlvity of the prlnoipal minorfi obove guarantees the non-
negativity of the aolutlona. A aimllor proposition was prov-
•a by Matxlar (23)•
The above theorems are in a senae Inexaot^ ainoet as
proven by Solow (33)« the deoomposabillty of the non*
negative matrix was not taken Into aocount.
The eoonosiio interpretation of deooi:;»osBbillty is very
important* Consider a squcre matrix n x n. A oolleotlon of
elemente, will be oalled e olosed set if
mpq • 0
for any q in the sat and any p not in the set. With respeot
to the international trade nodal a olosed set is a oolleo
tlon of oountries whioh do not purohase froa oountries not
belonging to the oolleotlon.
The relative joatrix is said to be indeco'Eposable if
there is no olosed set other than the set of all elemonto
®nl» •••! «nn •
Xt is evident that an expenditure originating in any
oountry or aeotor of a olosed set as above defined will not
leak out of the system* In a systea with various olosed
setsf in other words, in a deoompos^^ble system an expendi-
ture in one set does not create "derived denend* in another.
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Then, an exact theorcni about sufficient conditions for
stability due to Solow (33) etatee;
If (E. + m) is 3 non-nsEfltive, indeooraposable aatrlx
none of irtiose column eums is greater than one end at least
one of Nhose ooXumn sums is leea than one, then all the
oharaoteriatio roots of {£ "t* b) have a nodulus less than one«
that is
I + (E + a) -f (E + m)^ -f ...
converges to
(I - E - m)"^.
Again, the central point in the eoonomlo interpretation
of the theorem ie that
•Ve can tolerate one or sore, or even all but
one, countries balanced on the stability-instability
knife-edge of a unitary marginal propensity to spend
a. as long as there Is at lesst one country with a
positive marglnol to save and b, as long as the
trading system is so firmly tied togeth^?r that each
country is intrinsically linked to such a stable
country«"
The Investlgstion of the effects throughout the system
of various shocks originating In one country can be carried
out by a "general multiplier" analysis,
A shook a originating in country i oauses the following
changes from the initial equilibrium positiont
9^
dYi H,, dYjj
—t m -ii - _J5 « -if ate,
da M da F
where Is the oofaotor of the element In the row and
oolumn of the matrix of the aystem.
!!ii
M
is a general aultlplier oeaeuring the total effeot on
eountry*s Inoone, lying in the normal oase between the 02^
dinary (closed economy) and the foreign-made multiplier of a
single equation model.
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THu TllECKY CF ISTEBNATICKAL
TSA^SHIS^:ICK^; AND KKi^IPICAL PSf.EAHCK
It is inten<ied to present in this chapter the models
used in three studies (27)| (39)• (^}» on intemationBl
tP&asaissions with aain ein the statistloaX estlnseticm of
the relationships Involved. The oomoon feature of these
studies is the effort to establish in quantitative terc&s the
relation between foreign trade and the level of domeetio
econoEslo activity of the various countries makini^ up the In-
temstlonsl eystesi.
The Bt&tistloel procedures employed in all throe
studies are the multiple regression end correlation tecb*
niques, A eoomon weakness of the approach used by the au»
thors la the single equaticm oodel for each particular re«
lationship,
Hh^ Neigeer-wodlgliani atudv
Thla is the aost ambitious of the three in temm of the
coaiplexity of the xtodele used and the breakdown of countries
and coB^oditids*
A suEsaary of the general framework Is as follows:
1, The countries are divided into industrial and nm*
industrial according to the cosposition of their exports
during the interwar period. The countries whose exports of
Manufactured goods have been more than half of the total
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were considered industrial, the others non-Industrial,
2, each import function of the industrial oountriea
involves aa Independent variables on which Imports depend
a» Income,b« prices, o* net stock change,d. net capital flow,
e* food production.
3. The import function of each non-lndustrlBl country
involves as independent variables: a, exports,b, industrial
output, o« prices, d, net stock change, e« net capital flow.
The exports of any country depend directly upon
a. imports of all other countriee, b« prices, c. net stock
change, d« net capital flow.
5. The breakdown of coramodltlec Is Into raw materials,
food, and manufactured goods.
The following observations about the relative importance
of each independent variable of the models* can be made:
a. Income. In all oases it proved to be the "chief iis-
port attracting agent". The san^e can be said about indus
trial output whenever it was used Instead of Income.
b. Prices, llie effects of prices could not be reliably
estlEfiated In all functions. Not rsrely, a price ratio was
found to influence exports, but as regards imports the price
One should speak of models rather than model since
each relationship is independent of any other; in other
words, the dependent variable of each equation Is determined
by the independent or exof^enous varlableB of the same equa
tion. There are no simultaneous relp.tlonshlps.
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variable had a demonstrable effeot only in the functions of
Industrial countrlas. Even In this case, most of these price
effects had to be omitted for praotioal purposes from tl-e
overall equation system.
c. Net capital flow. It ooulJ not be shown statisti
cally to affeot the exports of the various menbers. As to
iaports, the distinction of industrial and non<-industrial
countries is pertinent. An increase in the net flow of oap»
ital to an Industrial country results In sn increase in pri*
aary imports aseooiated with rising inoome. "The high
correlation between income and net ci?plt?!il movements, being
the phenomenon of multlcclllneerlty "ellT-ln^ted both the ne
cessity and the possibility of using both v^^rlablec in the
explan^itlon of Industrial oountrlc*p Imports". As to non-
Induetrlal countrlee, a net oeplt^l Inflow Is usually
converted into imports of manufactured goods.
The study covers the Interwar period^ 192^1937f rough
ly.
Tables 25 and 26 (27) reproduced fros: the study^ sho*
numerical ectioatce of Inccme effect coeffIcierts. (Sub
scripts refer to countries ae follows: 1, U. K.; ?. U. s.;
3. Germany; 4, France; 5* i^roup of Italy, Jepen, Sweden,
Belgium, iwltcerlPTii, CTPOhor'lovO:!®, "ustri-r)
The data below (Income ratio coefficients (d]_), 1923,
1932» 1935! Dollar chpn^e in any industrial rnesiber'a IncoDe
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aseoolated with a ?fl ohaa?;© In any other Industrial member'e
Income (both In current prlcee) ssEUfflinp: no counterraeasures
regarding the trade balance) refer to the transtnleslon meoh-
anlsra set In motion by a dorBeatlcally produced change in
real income which, through Ite influence on itnports, effects
the inoomee of the other countries, l^e asauaption is^ a-
part froa constancy of prices, that the determinants of in«»
oome in any other country j remained unchanged, so that the
ooefficientB given below help to determine the induced ia-
come changes in country j*
^l^J dlXj
diYi
1928
.036
.053
.006
« member 1
2
3
5
.14X
.126
.124
1932
.010
.016
.019
.055
.lk6
.110
3 • member 1
Z .138
.003 .038
.131
.023
.035
3 .077
.123
.013 .091
5
1935
.013 .038
i «> member I .010 .023 .033
2 .131 .079 .080
3 .096 .023 .l'+7
5 .093 .015 .053
Income elasticity coefficients (di) for 1923, 1932,
1935 (Percentage change in any industrial member's income
associated with a §1 change in any other industrial meaber* s
Income (both in current prices}, assuming no countermeasures
regazNling the trade balance) are given as follows:
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n(yjYi) nCYjYj) n(Yjl5
» member 1
1923
.Ok3f .052;i ,o4ijr
2 .034 .033 .025
3 .133 .070 .115
5 .133 .062 .032
1932
.036« ffleaber 1 .027 .033
2 .057 .036 .030
3 .086 .049 .119
5 .127 .036 .067
1935
.036» member 1 .029 .035
2 .046 .034 .028
3 .077 .054 .149
5 .093 .042 .065
The logic of the NelsseivKotllgllanl approach la not
satisfactory from the standpoint of ©concrnlc theory, however
much It may have facilitated the statletlcal treatment of
the equations. The simultaneity of the relationships in any
eoonoisy can be neglected only for theoretical purposes, in
order that a partial analysis may throw light on the intri*
caoiea of each relationship in isolation or ceteris oarlbus^
Vherever though the purpose is that of empirical verifica
tion of a model or of policy recoBimendatlons, a •realistic*
picture of the economy can only be attained through Inters
dependence models* When the question of what variables have
been considered by Nelsser-Kodlglianl endogenous and what
exogenous, one Imnjedlately feels that the only excuse is the
formidable difficulty of handling a system of simultaneous
dynamic eqi^tiona suitable for the scope of the stxadyi
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There are only two endogenous variables, Imports and ex
ports. llie exogenous variables are a, Inootne, b. prices,
o. food production, and d. net capital export of the primaries
countries•
There are two eoonoinlo problems to be considered on the
basis of the above distinction. First, whether there is any
dependence among the exogenous variables, and second, wheth
er not only do the import and export variables depend on the
exogenous variables, but they influence them, in their turn.
('Hie authors ascertain that the exogenous variables passed
the test for statistical independence).
Consider the relation of income and prices. What ap
pears to be the most serious doubt about the alleged inde*
pendence of income and prices has Its ground in the partic
ular historical period ohoaerj for the Investigation. The
time span 192^1937 Is In general a period of *Keyneslan"
environment. And It is theoretically acceptable that Income
changes under resource unemployiaent leave prices linaffected.
But the converse is not true. Quite In the contrary, since
resources are unemployed, an autonomous positive price level
change is expected to raise incose through setting In no
tion the multiplier-accelerator mechanism. So, there is a
dependence of income - a dynamic or lagged dependence - on
prices in an underemployment situation.
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Ihe relation between Income and food production la ev
idently a positive one and only Ita practical elgnlflcanoe
for a particular case «ay be argued.
There la poaslbly no reason to expect In the short run
a dlreot Interdependenoe between capital export and prices
or good production. The relation between capital movements
and income in the non-industrial (where only It Is relevant
in the model) cannot be unambiguously aeseseed, because to
a great extent it depends on whether the derived demand due
to a capital movement Into a non-industrial country will
leak totally or partially out of the systecn or not. It Is
however a strong assumption to make th»t capltfsl imports
and Income are Independent in a non-Industrial country where
there is a •presumption of underdevelopment*. The authors
atterapted to meet this difficulty by Including a variable
consisting of total exports plus industrial output Instead
of income but it Is again evident that exports and Industri
al output are Interrelated with income being Just compo
nents of it.
The lest consideration brings the criticism to the
second problem^ nsmely whether the endogenous variables in-
fluence or not the exogenous variables* If yes, the ex-
ogeneity la lost and the results derived from the model are
tenuous.
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Now It Is evident that Imports and exports, or more
precisely the balance of trade Influences Inoome being a
oonponent of it«
The very strong sssumptlon for practical purposes has
to be rsade that any ohange In the balance of trade Is oo»-
peneated by opposite choni^es In other Inoome components with
in the aaae time period* This has been recognized for par
ticular oases by the authors who siodlfled ad hoc their equa
tions. But since It la In the main their purpose to explain
exports and Imports as the only endogenous variables, the
weakness Is In general unmitigated* The main theoretical
criticism then, la the exogenelty assumption so crucial to
the Keleser-Hodlgllanl approach. Only a system of simul
taneous equations could meet this crltlolsmi If the model
were to include the variables used by the authors of the
study.
The ?ol9k study
Polak (29) constructed a model for empirical applica
tion where the endogenous variables for the world as a whole
are the exports (x), national Inoome (y) and Imports (m) of
each country. Autonomous investment and price ratios are
among the exogenous variables.
Using the subscript 1 to distinguish countries^ the fol
lowing relationships describe essentially his approach.
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All variables ar« In billions of dollars at constant prices.
*1 " s"! *w ^
Where is the propensity of the world as a whole to pur
chase from country 1;
y, . -li— (2)
Si +t*i
where » (i - propensity to consume - propensity to In
vest) andy.^ the propensity to Import of 1]
®l " l^l^l <3)
The International refleotlen ratio being
• —ll >
"1 • flfi-l ^
where Is the total effect upon Imports of all exo^^enous
variables omitted from the above equations.
Then,
2 "i - I pi4 *I «1
and since
Bi
where
10^
1 - z
i
i-Z
1
f i<^i
can be called the "world multiplier",
Polak has obtained numerloal estiioates of the ooeffi-
dents referring roughly to 192^-38. Thn letters P, H, T et-
taohed to oountries in the summary of his results as it ap
pears below indicate prlmarleE, manufnotures, and totals:
Country
Czeohoelovakia H 2.0308
Denmark ? 0.0098
France T 0.0570
Oermany K 0.15^^
Hungary P 0.0060
Ireland P 0.0048
Italy T 0.0177
Netherlands K 0.0319
Norway T 0.0069
Sweden T 0.0243
Switzerland M 0.0193
United Kindgom T 0.107
Canada P 0.0311
China p 0.0139
Indie p 0.0118
Japan T 0.0339
Argentina P 0,0165
United states T O.lBl
Multi
plier
2.55
1.20
1.12
2.^
1.80
1.60
0.69
2,53
1.55
2.30
2.13
1.98 for twenties
2.22 for thirties
5.36
0.32
0.73
0.25
0.23
0.37
o.w
0.67
0.28
2.36
0,13
0.32
0.17
0.10
0A5
0.82
0.83
0.38
0.57
0.67
0.'^7
1.17
Ul
0.7X
0.56
0.60
o.«»
0.8X
0.67
0.50
0.3^
0.55
0.2'f
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?olak*B approach Is nuch closer In spirit to the
•Keyneslan" raodela employed in the present essay.
The inoiusion of income among the endogenous variables
to be explained by the model is theoretically more sound
than the Nelsser-Kodigllanl approach• Evidently, however*
PoX8k*8 study suffers from overalmpllfloatlon.
The equlllbrluffl level of Income Is given by the exports
multiplied by the foreign trade multiplier.
The fact that Inveetraent is sutonomous makes the pic
ture verj remote from reality, notwlthetending our ignorance
of how to explain satlfifnctorlly induced investment. The
export functions of his model may be statlGtically easily
manageable, but they hardly reveal any eeonomlc notion as
for instance a oountry"s Import funotlon does*
They are statistical regT*e88lons without rigorous eoo*
nomio significance. This makes the concept of an interna
tional oconoalo system rather economically artificial. In
other words, the linkage of each country with any other is
not clearly shown ae It would be the case If the concept of
world exports were not the beginning analytical step but the
final, Tlie aggregation over so many countries deprives the
notion of an International system of much substanoa. Final
ly Blnoe again the time period was characterized by under-
employaent equilibriua prices could not for any useful puiw
pose be treated as endogsnous.
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The BgQkeraan gtuAy
reokerman (4} preaente a model of the trade network of
a ten-sector Intemctionsl economy.
The following equation set describes the model:
•11*1 + ®12*2 + ®in*n U - 1,2,...,n) (1)
Mhere Xj I0 the total Tolitme of exports of aeotor J; Is
the ratio of J'a Imports from 1 and 3i^jXj stands for the Im
ports of J from 1. A Is the total volume of Imports of sec
tor L and e^ Is the proportion from 1. It Is assuaied that
•eotor Vb imports are independent of exports.
In this ten-sector model, i runs from 1 to 9; the sec
tors used are 1, Canada; 2. Dollar Latin America; 3» Ster
ling Members of O.E.E.C,; h. Continental Western Europe;
5» Overseas territories of Continental western Surojje;
6, Overseas Sterling Area; 7, Kon-Dollar Latin America;
8, Eastern Europe (including China}; 9* "Others^ represent
ing the world except the above mentioned sectors and the
United States. L stands for the United States.
In matrix form the system becomes 3
<I - H) X - Ao (2)
where I is the unit matrix, K the mj^j metrlx, X the column
sector of exports, a the sector repreeentlng total United
States imports and e is the column sector of ej.
and
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Furtherccore,
n,l
« X ®tj ^3)
1-1
n
- I n,, (J - (4)
J 1«1
Letting be the total inporta of sector 1, we hare
Hi - mjLXi (l-l,»..,n) (5)
need not be constant.
Th^ use of the term •propensity to Import* as used by
the author neans
A X
The major assumption In this study Is that the elastic-
ties of demand for imports with respect to exports from ln»
dividual regions into other regions have remained fairly
constant over the period In consideration.
A sector multiplier^ Bay# for sector 1, may be defined
as the i^tlo of the final change In 1' s total exporte to the
autonomous change In total U.S. Imports.
Let it be denoted by
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kj. - .
AA
Let i represent the colmn sector of (1 *
and ?.•«(!• 'men»
(I • W) K - • (6)
and
r - K% (7)
The total world tmde coultlpller ( »• K) will then be
? « !• K% (8)
where 1* denotes a tmlt row of k elements*
The refleotlon ratio of ceotor J with respeot to sector
1 lo defined ss the ratio of the final change Ir 1's exports
to an autonomous change In U.S. Imports, from sector J
alone.
The reflection i^tlo of sector J with respeot to the
whole world, J*s international reflection ratiOi is the
ratio of the final change in worlds exports from autcmonoue
increase In U.S. Imports from sector J alone.
In terms of g^eneral conclusions that the author draws,
it is that the reduction of the world ti^de multiplier be
tween 1938 and 1953 is primarily due to changes in the pat-
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tern of trade among non-l'.r^. eectore. The most Important
change to this effect has been the Increase In the propor
tion of imports from the United States "insofar as this cor-
responds to « lower oarginal propensity to Import from the
non-U»S« sectors"* The most Important oonslderatlon to which
Beckeirmcm is led by his results is this:
Suppose it is decided that the most unstable element
in the economy is Investment. It ralght then appear
legitimate to deduce that, in the Interest of maxi
mizing the stability of the level of income though
not of maxlEBlzing its absolute level, the proportion
of Investment to total Income generating expenditure
should be made ce low as possible. But at the new
level of equilibrium at which savings equals Invest
ment (abstracting from foreign ti?acie and government
sectors, etc.) savlnfp^s Is now also a much lower pro
portion of total Income than previously. That Is,
the average propensity to consume is now much larger
than previously. If it is then assumed that the rise
in the average propensity to consume is accompanied
by a similar, though not necefisearily exactly equal,
rise In the marginal propensity to consume, the
multiplier will now be greater than before. Thus,
stability may not be Increased, the rise of the
multiplier offsetting the fall In the absolute size
of any given proportionate change In the multlpllosnd.
The Implication of the above quotation for the period to
which it lifers relating to foreign trade Is the following!
It was soraetl:i;ee su^geatecl In the Interest of foreign trade
stability that the non-U,S. sectors should become as far as
poseible, independent of the United States market, because
it is believed that the fflost unstable el^nent in world trade
is the instability of the United States economy. If this
independence is established by the non-U«S« sectors switch-
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Ing exports to other sectors than the United States, In ox^
der to preserve dollar balance, Imports frooi the United
states have to decline parl pessu. But If this decline of
the average propensity to import from the United states Is
aooompanled by a slirllar decline In the marginal propensity
to import from the United States, the world aultlpller will
then increaee end consequently stability may not be eetab~
lished, since the reduction in the absolute size of any
given proportionate changes in the multiplicand (i.e. the
United States imports sector) may be offset by that inorease
in the nultlplier.
From the above summary of Beokenoan* s empirical irork it
Is immediately evident that the orientation of his study was
absolutely conditioned by the lorgely peeudo-proble^u of the
dollar Bhorta^e.
The overwhelming International ©ooaomlc position of the
United Stetes of that tl^i.e caused serious fears as to the
adaptability of the European economy to meet the American
competition* Since the main analytical tool of this study
is the international reflection ratio defined in such a
fashion as to manifest the motor role assigned to the
American eoonoay, and since the international economic oon<-
dltlons have substantially changed In the subsequent tline,
both the model and the conolUBlons therefrom have no real
interest for the present.
1X1
Some of Beokertaan* b reeults as given below show seotor
multipliers« refleotlon ratios for starling membor countries
and refleotlon ratios for the international system of hie
modeli respeotlvely,
Seotor sultlpllere
Sector 1939 19'*8 1953
1. Canada .^2 .40
2. Dollar r^tln Asaerloa .33 .46 .37
3, Sterling members of
0,E,£.C, 1.15 1.02 .75
Continental W, Surope 2.92 1.47 1.B6
5. Overseas territories
of C. V, Europe .29 .26 .23
6, Overseas sterling
area 1.10 .92
7. Non-dollar Latin America Ak .52 .33
8. Eastern Europe .57 .28 .13
9. Others 1.10 .60 .53
10. Total
( " vorld Trade Multiplier) 3.43 6.14 5.52
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Reflection ratios for sterling
aember countries
Sector from which u*s«
purchases extra dollar
of Imports
Sterling member countries
Others
Overseas sterling area
Eaetem Europe
Continental w, Europe
Overseas territories of C. w, Europe
Non-dollar Latin America
Canada
Dollar Latin America
Resultant final
Increase In total
exports of ster
ling member coun
tries
2.1^
1,25
1,2'f
1.13
1.08
1.07
0.52
0.3^
0.30
Sector
Heflectlon
1933 19'»3
ratios
1953
1. Canada k.lZ 2.8«t 2.7^
2. Latin "merlca (Dollar) 3.72 2.56 3.01
3. sterling member coun
tries of O.a.S.C, 13.61 9.32 3.^9
4. Continental W. Europe 10.32 12.26 3.51
5, Overseas territories
of C, w, Europe f}.l6 11.2U 9.12
6. Overseas sterling
area 10>7 9.53 7.52
7. Non-dollar tatln Aoerloa 8.36 5.36 4.82
B. Eastern Europe 8.71 9.12 8,79
9. Others 11.36 9.25 10.51
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The present •••ay i«« •» ettaapt to dlscusa eyetemetl-
oally the Incoae effect In international trade. The dle-
ousaiOQ assumed the "KeyneBlan" aBBumptiono and eraployad the
approf^ch and concepts of the post—Keynesisn literature of
the eerly fifties' especially. The multiplier and aooeler-
Rtor roecheniam haa been the neln tool of the analysis. Sta
bility oondltions were examined and the Influence of the
marginal propensity to import was seen to be stabilizing un^
dar a oeteris oaribus assumption. T^ie dynamic version of a
siaple dynamic international trade »odel was an extension of
the Harrod-Domar inquiries into the equilibrium p®th of in-
cone, The Intemfltionsl systern was a tight one, where the
Income path of one country was a function of the Incoae
path of the other. It was established that the case of In
stability of one country (oase where the ogff^regate propen
sity to expend on douiestlcally produced goods and services
is larger than unity) can be absorbed into b system of In-
temation&l trade exhibiting stability beoause of another
country's low propensities.
A general international system, where again income w»e
the only variable whloh attracts imports, was set up and
the analysis was mainly confined to qualitative stability
propositions. A strlkin?; formal analogy Solow (33) be-
tween that International eyatem and the Input-output analy-
eie may have been noticed,
A syBtesi of linear equatlona
yi " aijyj + ^1 u, J -
Is the form of both nodels In their static verElon, The In
terpretation In tlie input-output case Is the following: yj
Is the level of production of commodity is the tech-
nloaX coefficient of oommodity J with reepeot to oommodlty
1 or the per unit of 3 oommodlty input reQUlroment of com-
modlty 1, Is some final (enogenoue) demand. The differ
ence in the economic interpretation of the Bjmbols neces—
sltates however somewhat different reetrlctlons of the oo-
efficlenta in the two models* The input-output matrix of
coefflolents Is restricted to a non-negative matrlXf while
this Is only the •nonaal" oase In the International trade
node!* It la oonoeivable that there ere countries selliog
Inferior oofflmodltles with respeot to another country' b In-
ooma In a large proportion, so that the a^^j In some par
ticular case (the marginal propensity of country j to im
port fro® country 1) may be negative. It is to be noted
that the international trade model is from a theoretical
point of view in a sense less satisfectory than the input-
output model, v/hile the latter alms at presenting an In
stantaneous "technological" picture of the interindustry
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trecsaotionB, th» iBtemstlonAl trade model alms at explain
ing the network of International trade where the crucial var
iable is the inoome of each country. Ae such it le strictly
applicable in an underemployment eltuetion but etlll even in
this caee it is more difficult to maintain the eaeumption of
oonstancy of the relative prices, especially when the theo
retical EQodel is intended for practical applicatloQ. For
the price variables which sre relevant include such coopo-
nente as tariffe, transportation costs etc. which can hardly
be asaused to change proportionately.
The empirical ctudlee which were summarized are a fair
aample of the applioctlon of the incotre-effeet approach to
international trade. The greatest inerit of the "Keyneslen"
models - apert froa the theoretical InFlghts they have of
fered - la thftt they can be statistically relatively aaally
managed• whether they represent the soat fruitful approach
available, It la to be decided on the general econovio at-
Boaphere of tha time period under inveatlgatlon. After
1955• ainoa the world economy operates at a full eoployajent
level and the problem is the shortage of resources in many
areas, any model Intended for etrfplrlcal research would be
crucially deficient without inclusion of prloe-effsets»
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